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Introduction 

 

Describe a Bad Day 

On 10 October 1970 3 platoon [3Pl] W3 Company RNZIR [W3 Coy] suffered a 

'blue on blue' [friendly] accident when one part fired on another part by mistake.  

Friendly fire caused the death of Pte Tom Cooper, crippled Pte Ian Herd and 

wounded Lcpl 'Sammy' Samson and Pte Ross Dunlea.  The accident cast a pall 

over the otherwise successful W3 tour and left the company personnel 

traumatised, saddened and frustrated.   

 

Understanding the Accident 

The W3 Coy website project researched the 10 October accident for three reasons: 

 

1. There is today among W3 Coy veterans involved in the accident a feeling of 

frustration.  There are reports of a lack of counselling, no debrief, no period 

of mourning for our losses.  One veteran recently spoken to said the 

project was the first attempt in 35-years to ask him details of the day and 

what led up to it.  Anger and grief bottled up like this can over time easily 

lead to health and wellness problems. 

2. There is reason to believe that the sequence of events told veterans at the 

time do not match up with more current reporting.  It seems that no-one 

really knows what actually happened that day; that all have a part of the 

whole but can’t make sense of it. 

3. There is reason to believe that some of the veterans have been allowed to 

bear the blame for the accident.  No one should have this burden.  Good 

people doing good things sometimes have a bad outcome.  Our veterans 

are still good people.  Our good people need their respect restored and to 

be released from guilt. 

 

Research into the accident seeks to make sense of this accident from a timeline 

and action/reaction point of view.  The project seeks to offer the complete facts in 

a non-judgemental way and publish this for the benefit of all veterans.  It needs to 

be a healing experience that gives back to individuals the respect and mana due 

them for the way they willingly placed their lives in harm’s way in support of a 

common and legal cause.  It is hoped that it will assist veterans have closure.  The 

project is part of the wider move that seeks to redress the sordid manner in which 

veterans are treated due to their service.  It is dedicated to all who still suffer 

physically or emotionally as a result of the accident. 

 

References and Conclusions 

Research has been based on the following sources: 

  

Australian Unit War Diaries.  The Australian War Memorial Museum website 

provided copies of the original war diaries of the Australian units involved; the war 

diaries, an actual record of command net radio traffic, senior officer conversations, 

and sub-unit movements and activities as recorded in the different command 

posts [CP] as events occurred, have been used to establish the timeline and 

locations for activities in the days around the accident: 

AWM95 7/2/62 and 63 cover 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion [abbreviated 2RAR] 

activities 1 – 20 October 1970. 

AWM95 1/4/200 covers HQ1 1ATF2 activities for October 1970. 

                                                 
1 Abbreviation for headquarters at any level of command. 
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AWM95 3/7/17 covers 4 Field Regiment RAA3 activities for October 1970.  

 

NZ Documents.  With permission from Chief of Defence Force, New Zealand 

National Archives provided access to two files [both files need to be reviewed for a 

complete official record]: 

ABFK 7560 W5130 5202/2/26 is the official investigation into the accident.  Some 

detail in the Investigation is not supported by more recent research. 

ABFK 7560 W5130 5202/2/20 is a mixture of mis-filed papers including an after 

action report by message from HQ NZ Vietnam Force Saigon to Army HQ, 

documentation concerning the repatriation of Pte Cooper’s remains, and media 

reports about the accident.   

 

CO 2RAR Book.  Some detail is from the book ‘Second to None’ by the 

Commanding Officer [CO] 2RAR in 1970 Lt Col John Church RAR, in which he 

identified his sources as ‘my diaries and the notes I made on the Intelligence 

summaries and periodic after action reports during my service in SVN’, however 

some of his locations for subunits in October 1970 do not match the official war 

diaries, and the book does not mention the 3Pl accident nor the reason for the 

demise of Pte Tom Cooper. 

 

2RAR Official Journal.  The 2RAR official journal of their 2nd tour with 1ATF was 

useful for the list of unit personnel; in all other matters the journal lacked detail. 

 

War Dogs.  Background on the Australian war dogs with 1ATF, in particular Milo 

and Marcus with 2RAR in 1970, is from the book ‘Trackers’ by Pte Peter Haran, an 

original Australian war dog handler.  Further detail was by email from Peter Haran, 

Pte Wilf Matusch a visual tracker, Lt John Alcock the 2RAR Tracker platoon 

commander, and from Australian war dog websites. 
 

Veterans Recollections.  Detail of the 3Pl accident is based on the recollections 

of soldiers directly involved, or from official statements recorded immediately 

following the accident.  Other W3 Coy and Australian army and Air Force personnel 

have also contributed.  With several key participants deceased some detail may 

never be known, other recollections are reliant on impressions formed 35-plus 

years ago.  

 

Maps and Photographs.  Map references are from actual maps used during the 

operation, identified by the prefix YS followed by numbers.  A sketch of the 

accident area is not to scale and shows approximate positions only.  Photographs 

are from the W3 Coy website unless otherwise noted.  Times are local and likely to 

have occurred in the field slightly earlier than recorded in the war diary.   

 

Alterations and Footnotes.  To allow non-military people to read the narrative 

the use of military terms has been reduced where possible and if research material 

uses radio call signs [c/s] for identification these have been translated back into 

sub-unit titles.  Explanatory footnotes have also been used and a glossary of 

military terminology is at the end of the document. 

 

Conclusions Formed.  Every attempt has been made to ensure detail and 

conclusions are accurate or based on typical military practises of the period; 

however conclusions and hypotheses offered are the sole responsibility of the 

researcher.   

 

                                                                                                                                             
2
 HQ 1st Australian Task Force was the operational headquarters for all ANZAC combat forces in 

Vietnam. 
3 Royal Australian Artillery 
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Jungle Warfare and the Risks 

 

Close-country [describes bush or jungle] warfare is by nature extremely difficult 

and small things can have unforeseen consequences.  To understand why a soldier 

died and three others were wounded by their own mates while patrolling in jungle 

you need to first understand the nature of jungle fighting.  Imagine you are 

driving a car along a busy two lane high speed highway.  Every car you pass going 

in the other direction is a potential head-on collision if either driver deviates from 

their lane.  Typically each driver avoids hundreds of potential accidents, usually 

because of good observation and application of basic driver skills.  Now imagine 

the same busy highway but in total darkness, no illumination whatsoever.  The 

potential for head-on [enemy] or nose-to-tail [friendly] accidents has increased 

hugely but you might avoid a crash if you are able to ‘honk your horn first’ to warn 

the other driver.  This illustration depicts what every rifleman faced on all 300-odd 

days that he was on patrol in the close-country of Vietnam.  Individual visibility 

was typically limited by the bush to only a few metres so not all of a patrol could 

be seen, direction was always confused, movement was done in absolute silence 

and never in a predictable manner, and communication was typically by whispers 

or the use of hand signals.  All riflemen were trained to instinctively aim their 

weapon at any movement in their arc of observation while quickly looking for signs 

to establish whether the target was friendly or ‘dead’.  To miss a VC was a likely 

death warrant for the individual or his mates so being first to shoot [honk] and hit 

a target meant the veteran usually survived, being second was never an option.  

Jungle warfare specialists avoided accidents by using every ounce of individual 

skill, personal alertness and well practised operating procedures to reduce the 

opportunities.  Each veteran will remember the occasions when they instinctively 

aimed their weapon to shoot at an unexpected target, only to stop because their 

skills were so good they were able to process information in the split-second they 

were aiming and pulling the trigger.  Professionals would recognise familiar kit, or 

realise others in close proximity were processing the same information and not 

reacting aggressively, or would understand what was happening around them and 

know it was not likely to be ‘enemy’, or would interpret the sounds made by 

different weapons to recognise which were not friendly.  When these indicators 

were missed accidents were always a real danger.  But ‘mates never shot mates 

on purpose’. 

 

2RAR suffered at least four accidental deaths [and many other accidental 

wounding] during its 2nd tour: 

Pte T Cooper RNZIR - W3 Coy, accidentally shot 10 October 1970,  

Lcpl ML Sutherland RNZIR - V5 Coy, accidentally shot 31 October 1970; 

Lt JR Winton RNZIR – V5 Coy, accidentally killed 10 March 1971, and  

Sgt T Birnie RAR - B Coy, accidentally shot 25 March 1971. 

 

Operational Environment 

 

Weather:  Recollections are that the weather was clear and dry despite October 

being the last month of the Asian wet season4.  It is the nature of the wet season 

for rain to fall heavily during the late afternoon and evening but be dry during 

most of the daylight hours.  The extensive period of the wet season [which started 

in May] meant that grasses in clearings had typically grown to 5-feet in height and 

the jungle undergrowth had flourished.  Streams in the area carried water and the 

ground underfoot was damp and loose.   

                                                 
4 the weather may have turned wet again later in the month. 
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Ground:  The Hat Dich region in the north-west of Phuoc Tuy province was a bush 

covered area to the north of the Nui Thi Vai hills and north-west of Nui Dat base5.  

The area was about 12-kilometres long in a north-south direction and 8-kilometres 

across with wide flat ridges running north-south between water courses.  Two 

main water courses ran north to south, on the west the Suoi Chau Pha River, on 

the east the Song Xoai River.  Vegetation toward the southern end of the AO 

changed from mostly close dense bush to include ‘open’ spaces where the upper 

canopy was absent except for solitary trees pushing up out of ground cover that 

comprised dense grass and spiky bamboo clumps 15-feet in height.  In the west 

and south Allied engineers had cleared bush by creating ‘fire trails’ and clearings.   

  

Hat Dich Area – North-West of Nui Dat Base 

 
Scale: each side of a square is 1000 metres; squares are further divided by 10 to 

give 6-figure references e.g. the ‘a’ in ‘a firetrail’ is at YS 314 [across] 763 [up] 

 

Visibility.  Ground level visibility in the Hat Dich was typically restricted to only 

metres in any direction, even when viewing across clearings, and clarity was 

affected by deep shadow caused by vegetation.  As an example, in the wet season 

light helicopters landing in grassy clearings often required the grass to be cut 

beforehand so it would not foul the helicopter tail rotor.  The dense vegetation and 

distances between deployed units also affected radio reception, as most 

communication was on the very high ‘line of sight’ radio frequency band.  The 

following photographs illustrate these problems. 

 

                                                 
5
 1st Australian Task Force [1ATF] main operational base. 
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Suoi Chau Pha River in the wet season: 
note the dense vegetation [2RAR Official Journal] 

 
Typical close country visibility: 
note the lack of detail 

 

Forces Involved 

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  3Pl was one month from the end of a demanding 1-year tour.  The 

platoon were very experienced in close-country warfare and by a slim Sgt Yandall 

margin within W3 Coy [and therefore probably within 2RAR] had 

the best success rate against the VC.  Sergeant [Sgt] Joe Yandall 

was commanding the platoon in the absence of Lt John Fisher6.  

Sgt Yandall had commanded parts of the platoon during several 

successful contacts with the VC7 and was considered an 

aggressive commander8 who would not back away from an 

engagement.  Active section strengths9 in October were each about eight soldiers 

with some soldiers LOB10 or assigned to the NZ Embassy guard in Saigon.  Both 1 

and 3 Sections were commanded by experienced infantry leaders; Lcpl Richard 

(Doc) Welsh commanded 1Sect, Cpl George Preston 3Sect.  Cpl Pete Glendinning 

had commanded 2Sect since May 1970 but was appointed platoon sergeant in 

place of Sgt Yandall when Sgt Yandall stepped up to command the platoon.  Pte 

Bill Kenyon the 2Sect 2ic stepped up as 2Sect commander.11  3Pl had two VHF 

ANPRC 25 radios used for internal company and platoon reporting, one radio 

carried near the platoon commander by Pte Charlie Lee [c/s53], the other carried 

near the platoon sergeant by Sig Paul Salt [c/s53A].  A small artillery forward 

observation party [FOO(A)] comprising Gnr Bob Brumm and his signaller Gnr Alex 

Pavlovich12 was attached to 3Pl HQ. 

 

                                                 
6 Lieutenant Fisher became ill while on leave in Singapore and did not return until late in October. 
7
 Viet Cong, the local enemy forces. 

8
 Sgt Yandall, who also saw active service in Malaya and Borneo, received a commendation for his 

leadership; this is reproduced toward the end of the research. 
9
 There were 3-sections in a platoon, each commanded by a NCO who controlled 2-scouts, 1 machine 

gun [MG] team and several riflemen. 
10 Left Out of Battle, leave or other duties. 
11

 Some platoon personnel [perhaps 7] were experienced reinforcements from either V4 Coy or 1RNZIR 

who had joined the platoon some 3-5 months earlier.  Others like Cpl Glendinning had joined the 
platoon from other appointments within W3 Coy.  Several soldiers were from corps other than infantry 
[with ranks other than Pte] but had undergone specialist infantry training.   
12 From HQ Battery 4 Field Regiment RAA 
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Other Forces Involved.  1ATF forces had operated in the Hat Dich in previous 

years but were returning to the area in strength after an absence of about 8-

months.  2RAR started in June 197013 to operate in a broad swath across the top 

of the Hat Dich from Highway 15 in the south-west linking Baria with Saigon, to 

Highway 2 to the east linking Baria with provinces to the north.  In October 1970 

there were three Australian fire support bases14 in the area, FSPB Jill at YS2977 in 

the top left of the area, FSPB Gail at YS2572 alongside Highway 15 and FSPB Le 

Loi at YS4576 alongside Highway 2. 

 

Enemy and allied forces that interacted with 3Pl during early October 1970 were: 

 

Enemy.  Elements of VC D445 Provincial Battalion were in the Hat Dich.  D445 

was a main-force VC unit, reinforced and supported by local sympathisers in Phuoc 

Tuy Province.  It was capable of sustained operations against allied forces and its 

destruction was a high priority for 1ATF. 

 

Enemy.  An element of VC C41 (Chau Duc) Local Force Company were travelling 

with and using local resources to support VC D445.  

 

Headquarters.  HQ 1ATF was overseeing Task Force operations and coordinating 

helicopter air support.  This Brigade type headquarters also controlled ready 

reaction forces. 15 

 

Royal Australian Air Force.  9 Squadron RAAF [UH-1 helicopters] provided 

transport and armed helicopters to deploy 1ATF troops into the bush and to cover 

their initial dispersal.  9Sqn also did resupply [milk run] and most ambulance 

[MEDEVAC] missions.  The armed helicopters16 [called Bushranger] often acted as 

‘aerial artillery’ when 1ATF forces were in contact with the VC. 

 

US Army.  The US 45th Medevac Coy at Long Binh provided a UH-1H medical 

specialist evacuation helicopter [c/s Dustoff 20] on stand-by each day at the 8th 

Australian Field Ambulance [8AFA] LZ17 at Nui Dat [LZ Red Earth].  Unlike RAAF 

helicopters, Dustoff 20 displayed a Red Cross emblem and the aircraft and crew 

were unarmed.  The medical crewman was Australian, assigned from 8AFA. 

 

Artillery.  4 Field Regiment RAA [specifically 107 Field Battery RAA] provided 

close artillery support to 2RAR from guns deployed at FSPBs’ Jill and Le Loi. 

 

2RAR. Battalion HQ was directing unit operational activities within an area of the 

Hat Dich between Highway 2 and Highway 15 [which it called ‘The Mango’]. 

 

2RAR.  C Coy, commanded by Maj Barry Petersen MC RAR, was operating in the 

north of ‘The Mango’ with two platoons, 7 Pl (c/s31) and 8Pl (c/s 32); while 9Pl 

(c/s33, later c/s3A) had been detached to provide protection to FSPB Jill.   

 

2RAR. Tracker dog section.  A typical battalion tracker dog section consisted of 

two war dogs [Labrador] with handlers, two visual trackers, a machine-gunner, 

team leader and a radio operator. 

 

                                                 
13

 Operation Cung Chung in June 1970, later phases of the operation were called Op Cung Chung II 

[August] and Op Cung Chung III [September and October]. 
14

 Fire support bases [FSPB] were temporary encampments in an operational area close to deployed 

troops from where artillery and administrative support was provided. 
15

 Forces required to deploy at short notice when operational circumstances required, such as to follow-

up a contact or to reinforce another unit. 
16 UH-1 Iroquois utility helicopters modified with forward firing rockets and mini-guns, and twin M-60 
door guns on each side. 
17 Landing zone – area where several helicopters could land at once. 
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2RAR. W3 Coy commanded by Maj Evan Torrance RNZIR had arrived in Vietnam 

6-months before 2RAR [initially serving with 6RAR] and were the most 

experienced rifle company in the ANZAC battalion.  Under a rotation plan devised 

by HQ 2RAR, W3 Coy had been routinely withdrawn from operations in ‘The 

Mango’ on 26 September 1970.  The Coy had a 48 hour break at the 1ALSG ‘Peter 

Badcoe’ leave centre at Vung Tau beach before being tasked as 1ATF Ready 

Reaction Company; one platoon was required to be on notice to quickly deploy 

when directed by HQ 1ATF.   

 

Diary of Events:  4 – 14 October 1970 

 

The following parts record the movements and activities of C Coy and W3 Coy and 

other elements of 1ATF over the period 4 to 14 October 1970. 

 

Early October: 

 

C Coy 2RAR.  On 4 October 1970 C Coy less 9Pl was air inserted to the north of 

the Hat Dich in area YS4081.  At 9 AM 5 October C Coy located a VC track with 

good sign heading roughly south from YS409812 and started to follow it.  Further 

tracks were spotted by a helicopter at YS383813 moving south along a broad ridge 

to the east of the Song Xoai stream.  Several references in the war diaries from 

this period report various call signs having difficulty getting reliable radio 

communications while within the area and initially the helicopter could not pass 

this track information to C Coy until A Coy used the command net to assist.  

During the afternoon 5 October C Coy requested a ‘mousetrap’18 to allow it to 

move further south, requesting further ‘mousetraps’ became a frequent 

occurrence as the VC they were following continued to move south toward the 

mountains behind Baria.  At this stage C Coy believed they were following 50 VC 

carrying heavy loads.  Maj Petersen was offered the 2RAR tracker dog section but 

with such good track in front of C Coy declined to use them ‘in case the dogs 

became tired’.   

 

Mid morning 6 October C Coy advised Bn HQ that the track sign was only 24-hours 

old, well cut and heavily used.  By later afternoon C Coy were at YS382766 and 

reporting the track turning west toward the Song Xoai River.  An offer to fly in a 

Hoi Chanh19 defector who had operated in the area 6-weeks prior was declined to 

maintain surprise.  That night C Coy reported the track had reached a crossing 

point on the Song Xoai River and that they had located a small deserted VC camp 

on the far [west] bank.  They also acknowledged their on-going difficulty getting 

reliable radio communications, attributing the problem to the thickness of the 

jungle canopy and expecting to lose communications again the following day.   

 

On 7 October C Coy searched the camp and local area then continued to follow the 

VC track as it moved west.  By that night C Coy, located close to the Suoi Chau 

Pha River near a LZ at YS352761, was admitting the track had gone cold and that 

smaller groups of VC had mingled with and then split from the larger party.  

Having exhausted much of their food and water [rations] they arranged for a 

routine MAINTDEM20 the following morning at 8.30AM. 

 

                                                 
18 Alteration to a designated operational area, given as map references, to allow follow-up operations 
across a shared boundary without striking other friendly forces. 
19

 Hoi Chanh were VC defectors willing to aid the allied troops to trap their former comrades. 
20 MAINTDEM [maintenance demand] was an arranged resupply of food and water 
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SAS Patrols.  During their movement south and then south-west C Coy was 

required to move between operational patrol areas allocated to small 4-5 man SAS 

patrols, as a safety measure these areas were designated as non-negotiable ‘no-

go’ areas to all other allied troops. 

 

W3 Coy 2RAR.  From 2 October W3 Coy was 1ATF Ready Reaction Company with 

each platoon cycling through the role while others conducted refresher training 

and administration.  This break in the operational routine allowed individuals to 

recover physically from bush sores and other minor ailments, it also brought home 

to individuals the short period of time they had left in country.21  It was planned 

that W3 Coy relinquish the Ready Reaction role to V5 Coy RNZIR at noon 8 

October and on 9 October redeploy, for the last time on their tour of duty, to the 

north of the Hat Dich, initially to take over the C Coy area vacated when C Coy 

moved south.  On 3 October 2Pl was reacted to support the destruction of a large 

VC munitions dump and 1Pl became Ready Reaction platoon in their place.  3Pl, 

Ready Reaction platoon on 722 and 8 October, were alerted at 2.45 PM 7 October 

to assist a SAS patrol who had located a cache of VC weapons hidden in a well.  

3Pl were warned they would remain in the field and rejoin W3 Coy after 9 October.  

This alert was later cancelled but late afternoon 7 October the platoon was again 

alerted to guard a crashed Australian helicopter, but stood-down without deploying 

at 7.20PM. 

 

8 October 

 

C Coy.  C Coy began local patrolling at 8 AM.  At 8.14 AM 8 October 7Pl crossed to 

the west bank of the Suoi Chau Pha stream and surprised three VC collecting 

vegetables at YS347758, killing two and wounding the third; 8Pl also joined in the 

contact from their position on the east bank.  107 Field Battery at FSPB Jill fired a 

contact mission nearby at YS349769.  CO 2RAR requested photographs of the 

bodies and arranged to send a Sioux helicopter with a camera, so the bodies were 

recovered to the C Coy HQ area and partially buried.  C Coy requested the tracker 

dog section and Hoi Chanh be flown in and directed 7 and 8 platoons to further 

search both banks of the stream.  Consequently at 9.50 AM 7Pl found a major VC 

bunker system at YS345756, 300 metres from where C Coy had halted the night 

before and 200 metres from the earlier contact.  The position was newly 

constructed, in size 100 metres long by 80 metres wide, initially thought to have 

28 large bunkers, one or more wells and several kitchen areas.  While it would 

have been a formidable objective to attack it had been abandoned around the time 

of the earlier contact at 8.14 AM.  Initially thought to hold 50 people, the figure 

was later that day revised upwards to 80 and VIP’s were also thought to be 

present.  [It was surmised on 9 October that the position had actually held 100 

VC, of which 30 were combat personnel from D445, the others admin groups from 

Chau Duc company].  C Coy, under strength with 9Pl detached, requested ‘a small 

force to guard bodies while we keep searching’ and CO 2RAR asked Bn HQ to 

arrange with 1ATF for the Ready Reaction platoon to be released for this task.  CO 

2RAR expanded the 3Pl W3 Coy task to include securing the bunker system and 

other equipment while C Coy platoons moved to check out all exit tracks from the 

bunker area.  C Coy needed to drop two large trees on the designated LZ 

YS347759 to allow the Iroquois UH-1 helicopter to land, initially with the tracker 

dog section.  While these activities were under action Bushranger armed 

helicopters covering the insertion to the new LZ identified a party of VC 500 

metres west of the bunker system [YS341756] and a further party of 2-4 VC 600 

metres to the south [YS345750], and engaged both groups with rockets. 

 

                                                 
21 known as ‘being short’. 
22

 the day all MPC currency in SVN was changed. 
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3Pl W3 Coy.  In Nui Dat 3Pl paraded after breakfast and played volleyball until at 

10.15 AM they were warned-out to support C Coy [HQ 1ATF issued the order to 

deploy at 10.31 AM].  As part of his preparations for deployment Sgt Yandall 

reassigned at least one soldier, Pte Neil Ure, from his regular post in 3Sect across 

to 2Sect where he was given the M79 grenade launcher normally carried by Pte 

Kenyon.   

 

C Coy.  In the Hat Dich the two C Coy platoons were each given a tracker dog and 

directed to follow-up different VC exit trails.  Lt Purcell commanding 8Pl queried 

Maj Petersen about the wisdom of splitting the tracker section into two dog 

detachments in case a single dog’s concentration waned if it wasn’t spelled 

regularly23, but Maj Petersen wanted one dog with each platoon24.  Using the 

stream as a boundary 7Pl with dog Milo moved west, 8Pl with dog Marcus east; 

their field packs were left at the C Coy HQ night harbour location. 

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  In Nui Dat 3Pl reacted to the deployment order with little fuss, 

checking ammunition and water before gathering for the move to LZ Eagle Farm a 

short distance from the platoon lines.  The platoon then deployed on several 9Sqn 

UH-1 Iroquois helicopters and landed about noon at the C Coy LZ, a large clearing 

with elephant grass.  After the platoon moved off the LZ they were met by a small 

party from C Coy HQ and guided to the location of the large VC bunker system.  

Sgt Yandall deployed the platoon tactically and 

advanced through the bunkers checking for 

equipment and ensuring all bunkers were 

vacated.  Afterwards, Gnr Brumm recollects that 

3Pl moved to the C Coy harbour, a Polaroid 

camera was provided and 3Pl was required to dig 

up the bodies of the two VC killed earlier by C 

Coy, wash their faces then photograph their faces 

and profiles.  The camera was retrieved by Sioux 

helicopter.   

 
3Pl digging up the two VC bodies  
[Gnr Brumm on left, photo by Gnr Pavlovich] 

 

Bn HQ.  The 2RAR command post [CP] started to direct forces from Nui Dat and 

FSPB Jill into block positions to trap the VC force thought to be escaping from the 

bunker system and heading west and south. 

 

9Pl C Coy.  At 1PM a section of 9Pl C Coy mounted in APC25 from FSPB Jill was 

deployed along the north/south firetrail to a block position at YS323754. 

  

W3 Coy.  W3 Coy deployment plans for 9 October were altered to fit the changing 

tactical scenario around C Coy and once released of the Ready Reaction role at 

noon [the role passed as planned to V5 Coy RNZIR] the Company [less 3Pl] was 

tasked to block the VC withdrawal routes south and south-west of the bunker 

system.  W3 Coy was directed to insert by helicopter at 2.30 PM into a LZ at 

YS327722, 4-kilometres south of the bunker location, having been allocated an AO 

bounded by map coordinates YS30 to 36, 72 to 74.  Once inserted, 1Pl was to 

move west to a block position on the fire trail junction at YS303731 and 2Pl was to 

move NE to a block position on known trails at YS340730.  However a 30-minute 

delay was experienced while armed ‘Bushranger’ helicopters were organised to 

                                                 
23 Church book ‘Second to None’, page 96   
24

 A tracker dog section had 2-dogs, in theory to allow one to be spelled during tracking, and several 

handlers and escorts for security – but due to commanders demands they rarely operated as a 
complete section. 
25 APC – US model M113 armoured personnel carrier, the infantry battle taxi 
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cover the W3 Coy LZ and the company started flying at 3PM, with all elements 

deployed in the AO by 3.30 PM.   

 

C Coy.  Around 3 PM 7PL were located at YS342759 and 8Pl had reached 

YS354747 while following their allocated VC tracks.  At 3.10 PM 8Pl caught up with 

about 30 VC who were preparing a new bunker position in close vegetation at 

YS356743 [see following map].  While dog Marcus gave no indication of VC in the 

vicinity the dog handler Lcpl Denis Ferguson fired at a lone VC on the left side of 

the track.  The remainder of the VC then engaged the platoon from the right, 

catching the tracker dog and forward section of the platoon in the killing area.  

The tracker dog commander later told Lt Purcell that dog Marcus was exhausted 

from its effort that day, had lost its concentration, and gave no warning of the VC 

ambush.26  The enemy were well concealed and in the confusion were able to 

inflict casualties on 8Pl with rocket propelled grenades and AK4727 automatic rifles.  

At 3.20 PM the MFC with 8Pl had 107 Field Battery at FSPB Jill fire a contact 

mission impacting 105mm artillery shells at YS357742; known as ‘danger close’ 

and only allowed under desperate conditions the artillery shells landed within 100 

metres of the 8Pl position.  At 3.22 PM C Coy requested that 8Pl have armed 

helicopter support but the Bushranger aircraft had used their weapon loads 

covering the insertion by W3 Coy to the south and needed to return to base to 

rearm.  In the contact one Australian was killed [KIA28] and three others wounded 

[WIA] [a 4th soldier with minor wounds remained with 8Pl until routinely evacuated 

the following day] and about 4 PM, when the VC broke contact and withdrew, 8Pl 

called for Dustoff 29 for their casualties.   

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  About 4 PM 3Pl returned to and secured their original LZ for the fly 

in of engineers tasked to destroy the bunker system with explosives.  Afterwards 

3Pl joined C Coy HQ and 7Pl in the C Coy defensive harbour at YS347758, initially 

stopping close to Coy HQ on a small mound above a water point being used by C 

Coy soldiers.  Gunner Brumm recalls being briefed by someone that C Coy had for 

a few days been following the tracks of about ‘90’ enemy moving south down the 

Song Xoai stream, and that C Coy had contacted some of this enemy group and 

killed two of them.  Gnr Brumm also recollects the incredible amount of noise C 

Coy soldiers were making in their harbour, including much talking at normal 

conversation levels.  He asked some of the soldiers why they were so noisy and 

was told it were “the boss’s policy”, that Maj Petersen preferred the American way 

of operating – ‘make plenty of noise and attract the enemy to you’.30  Pte Ure 

recollects meeting Pte Ron ‘Johno’ Johnson31 the handler of tracker dog Milo, at 

that time still assigned to 7PL.   

 

C Coy.  Around 4.30 PM C Coy HQ were busy assisting 8Pl evacuate their 

casualties so 8Pl could return to the main C Company harbour.  The first 9Sqn 

RAAF helicopter had suffered a broken winch cable and a second helicopter 

summoned to the site also had problems winching semi-rigid Stokes litters into the 

helicopter.  The Dustoff was finally finished at 4.45 PM.  The co-pilot of the 2nd 

helicopter was Flt Lt Robin Klitscher RNZAF, he later wrote to his wife "We got 

called off the milk run to do a Dustoff this PM, and we hovered over the trees for 

25 minutes [a long time due to equipment difficulties] winching two wounded 

Australians up.  The enemy was only 200 metres away, and we had two gun ships 

pounding them to keep their heads down while we completed our jobs, plus 

artillery....... unfortunately there was one Aussie killed, too, and one of the other 

                                                 
26 Church book, page 96 
27 Chinese semi-automatic rifle commonly used by the VC which fired a 7.62mm short round. 
28 KIA – Killed in Action, WIA – Wounded in Action, different descriptions for combat casualties 
29 DUSTOFF - an urgent medical evacuation by helicopter, sometimes under enemy fire. 
30 In 1963 Barry Petersen served with AATTV training Montagnard tribes to defend their villages against 
the Vietcong.  He later wrote the book ‘Tiger Men’ about his experiences, these experiences may have 
influenced this unique [in 1ATF] operational approach. 
31 Both Ure and Johnson had earlier served together at 1ARU in Nui Dat 
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aircraft lifted him out....”  At the same time attempts to pass details of the 

Australian casualties by radio were hampered by continuing poor radio 

communications caused by conflicting frequencies, and one query from CO 2RAR 

to C Coy at 5 PM was answered using the 3Pl radio net32 because C Coy could not 

talk to Bn HQ on the command net.   

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  Pte Ure and Pte Roy Whatarangi both recollect that around 5 PM C 

Coy HQ announced they were going to fire rifle shots as a marker for 8Pl to march 

on.  However as the shots were fired C Coy soldiers at the water point reacted as 

if the shots were a local contact with VC and fired back, forcing 3Pl personnel to 

quickly move away to avoid harm.  3Pl then moved out onto the C Coy perimeter 

to harbour and to escape from the different C Coy culture.  8Pl finally rejoined the 

C Coy harbour after last light about 6.45 PM.   

 

Movements 8 October 

 

 
 

Intentions 9 October.  Maj Petersen discussed his intentions with CO 2RAR at 

7.30 PM.  The decisions were that on 9 October C Coy HQ would remain in the 

area of the bunker system until it was destroyed while assigning local exit tracks 

to 7 and 8Pl to check.  3Pl would take tracker dog Milo with four Australians [Lcpl 

Kevin Cleary team leader, Pte Shaun Fletcher radio operator, Pte Johnson Milo’s 

handler, and Pte John Hobbin visual tracker] and proceed back to the site of the 

earlier 8Pl contact.  3Pl would then use Milo to track and re-establish contact with 

the large group of VC previously encountered at that location.  CO 2RAR spoke to 

Maj Torrance that evening around 7.55 PM and updated W3 Coy on his intentions 

for 3Pl.  Later that evening information was received from the Hoi Chanh [still in 

Nui Dat] regarding the likely VC reaction to the contacts that day, these being to 

expect the VC to take precautionary actions such as ambushing, laying booby 

traps and mines, and digging a new position close to good water. 

 

Comment.  This task sends 3Pl off on an independent mission despite the issues 

caused by the earlier deployment of 8Pl: a single tracker dog was inadequate 

because of likely exhaustion, and a party of 30 VC was not an easy task for an 

under strength platoon experiencing difficulties with communications.   

                                                 
32

 As ready reaction platoon 3Pl at this time were on the 1ATF command net as c/s16 
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9 October 

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  It is probable that Sgt Yandall was given his task by Maj Petersen 

after morning stand-down 9 October [around 7.30 - 8 AM].  It is accepted that Sgt 

Yandall was aware of the issues 8Pl had faced and that 3Pl was being deployed 

under similar conditions to locate a VC force at least 30 strong, and of the likely 

VC reaction to his approach.  Sgt Yandall would also have known the remainder of 

W3 Coy was deployed nearby and that he was to revert to W3 Coy at some point 

in the next 48 hours.  In the meantime he was directed to remain on the C Coy 

internal radio frequency with the proviso that W3 Coy would make occasional 

contact.   

 

3Pl Communications.  The management of the 3Pl independent task was 

carefully communicated by the 2RAR operations officer Maj Tan Roberts: it was 

accepted that the platoon was in limbo between two sub-units and needed 

management.  C Coy and W3 Coy were not able to hear each other on the 

command net but could use Bn HQ to relay messages.  3Pl was expected to have 

one radio on the C Coy internal net and one radio on the W3 Coy internal net [it is 

not known which net the tracker team radio was on at this time, there is evidence 

it later joined the W3 Coy net].  Maj Torrance advised Maj Roberts that by the 

time 3Pl reached the 8Pl contact area W3 2Pl would be in a position from which 

W3 Coy could decide on the best movement for both platoons.  The 8Pl contact 

location was only 300 metres north of the W3 Coy northern boundary and 2Pl was 

about 2-kilometres to the south-west. 

 

Dog Section.  Dog Marcus was found to be bleeding from the nose and suffering 

concussion from explosives fired the previous day and was stood-down while a 

replacement was sought.  The replacement dog at FSPB Gail [probably Trajan a 3rd 

2RAR dog] had a sore leg from earlier hitting a trip flare and the only available 

handler was a keen amateur but the dogs were changed over later that afternoon. 

 

C Coy.  7 and 8Pl C Coy left the C Coy harbour at around 9.40AM.  C Coy 

discovered that at least one wounded VC had returned to the bunker system 

during the night, either lost or looking for something important.  7 Pl was directed 

to receive a MAINTDEM at the LZ and then either 7 or 8Pl were to track the fresh 

sign to the north-west.  Meanwhile the engineers prepared the position for 

demolition [their charges were blown at 2.30 PM]. 

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  3Pl W3 Coy also left the C Coy harbour at around 9.40 AM.  The 3Pl 

scouts back tracked the 8Pl route to arrive early afternoon in the area of the 8Pl 

contact [YS356743].  There was ample sign of the engagement in the form of 

abandoned equipment from both sides, damaged vegetation and VC digging but 

no contact was made with VC.  3Pl spent the afternoon checking over the area, 

reporting they had located 15 bunkers under early construction in an area 300 

metres by 50 metres.  40 VC [from identified hammock spaces] were likely to 

have been in the area during the contact before most withdrawing on a well worn 

track in a SE direction alongside a small unmarked stream.  At 5.50 PM Maj 

Torrance advised Bn HQ that given the strong track sign heading SE he intended 

for 3Pl to continue following the track the next day while having 1 and 2Pl remain 

in blocking positions to the SE and SW.  The discovery of crutches and medical 

supplies in the area of the 8Pl contact suggested the VC had wounded slowing 

them down and Maj Torrance thought it likely that they were probably still 

between the W3 Coy elements. 

 

3Pl harboured for the night nearby.  Sometime around dusk 3Pl changed both 

platoon radios to the W3 Coy internal frequency.  At this time the tracker team 
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with 3Pl was notified that for control purposes its radio callsign was changed to 

c/s63A.  The war diary shows that subunits in the area continued to have radio 

issues with conflicting frequencies and poor reception.  Several soldiers recollect 

that dog Milo had noisy drinking sessions during the night. 

 

10 October 

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  3Pl started patrolling around 8 AM; dog Milo leading off on a SE 

track, initially staying close to a stream before angling away.  Away from the 

stream the terrain was flat with mostly dry water courses and visibility was limited 

by the thick vegetation.  The track appeared well worn.  1 and 3Sect alternated at 

point behind the tracker team.  Probably to give Pte Kenyon an opportunity to 

adapt to his new appointment Sgt Yandall left 2Sect in reserve at the rear of the 

platoon column, close to Cpl Glendinning travelling as platoon sergeant between 

the 2nd and last sections.   

 

3Pl had no previous experience of working with a tracker dog.  It is likely that the 

tracker team briefed Sgt Yandall on the following: 

 The team visual tracker would find where to start the track whenever the 

dog needed to be put to the scent.   

 Scent will travel from the source if there is wind blowing.  A breeze blowing 

from right to left of a trail will move the scent to the left.  On a slope the 

scent will gradually move down the slope.  It would not be uncommon to 

be tracking many metres to right or left of the actual trail being tracked.  

In jungle the scent wouldn't shift much and would last longer depending on 

conditions.  It would be affected by rain; more so by heavy rain that would 

also wash away visual sign.  Scent could also concentrate where large 

parties paused for any reason, and remain concentrated for some time 

after the party moved on. 

 The dog tracked on a 25’ lead and was trained to always indicate the close 

proximity of enemy [by their concentrated scent] by ‘pointing’ with its nose 

and having this body language interpreted by the handler.  Dog Milo would 

not bark and was generally very quiet.   

 Once the dog pointed to indicate enemy nearby [within 50 metres] it would 

be up to 3Pl to check it out.  It was not recommended to do a sweep at 

right angles to the direction of the trail being followed as the sweep might 

end up with enemy on their flank.  It was recommended to push out a 

section either side of the trail and sweep forward to try and establish 

contact with the enemy, this being a safer option as the unit remained 

intact and anyone in front of the sweep would be enemy. 

 

Veterans recollect that Sgt Yandall was happy to be generally guided by the 

Australian handlers.  He allowed the tracker team and dog to be in the front of a 

lead section formation where the section scouts dropped back to be behind the MG 

group but the section commander stayed close to the rear of the dog team with 

his MG immediately behind him.   

 

On signal from the dog team the lead section commander would give ‘thumbs 

down’ [meaning ‘enemy close by’] to the soldiers behind him and quietly move his 

section to extend their front across the axis of advance.  Sgt Yandall would then 

direct the lead section to tactically advance past the dog team who would drop 

back behind Pl HQ.  Pl HQ and the 2nd section would follow, not necessarily in 

single file, while 2Sect remained in the rear.  Pte Ure and other soldiers at the rear 

of 2Sect were not aware that tactical advances had been attempted, an indicator 

that communications with the very rear of 3Pl was minimal.  Cpl Preston recollects 

that given the limited visibility and lack of other indicators as to VC activity, the 

platoon at no time attempted a flank sweep, preferring to push forward along the 
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axis until contact was initiated and then reacting to the circumstances. The first 

reaction was known as ‘Contact Front’; the element in contact with the enemy 

would start an immediate action [IA] drill to engage the area to their front with as 

much suppressive firepower as could be deployed while commanders quickly made 

tactical plans to either advance further, sweep from a flank or withdraw.   

 

The tactical advance would stop when the dog handler indicated that the dog was 

no longer pointing [typically having moved forward about 50 metres in about 20 

minutes].  The platoon would then quietly harbour in a standard triangular 

formation before moving off again in patrol formation with the dog team in front 

but with a different section behind them.  The triangular harbour was based on the 

lead section extending across the axis of advance with their gun to a flank, the 2nd 

section linking at the 1st section gun and taking a side of the harbour with their 

gun covering the track in, and the rear section taking the other side linking the 

other two sections with its gun covering the exposed flank of the 1st section.  Done 

as a drill the harbour was a quick method of maintaining security while covering a 

360 degree arc.   

 

At 9.30 AM 3Pl reported to W3 Coy HQ that the dog had a heavy smell and that 

they were following up.  Gnr Brumm recollects members of 3Pl quietly pointing out 

fairly fresh signs of the enemy, including where bamboo shoots had been cut and 

wet footprints and had the impression that the VC group were not in a hurry and 

likely not to be far away.  3Pl reported a 2nd sweep at 10.30 AM with negative 

results and that they would regroup and continue following the track SE.  A 3rd 

sweep with similar results occurred at 10.50 AM.  Given that Milo was often 

‘pointing’ 3Pl thought the VC party might be keeping just in front of the platoon as 

it advanced [while any VC had a 36-hour start on the platoon, they might have 

stopped or be slowly carrying wounded and these would have concentrated the 

scent].  It is possible that the dog handlers were worried about Milo becoming 

exhausted [as the 8PL dog had been] and were simply being ultra cautious.  After 

these advances to contact the 3Pl soldiers doing the sweeps were on edge waiting 

for a contact to happen.  They believed that a dog ‘point’ was an accurate 

indicator of VC in the vicinity and were expecting a contact at any time during the 

advance.  When these did not happen the ‘atmosphere’ started to unsettle them – 

things like not finding VC where the dog indicated, disliking having the dog lead, 

and being ‘short’ on days before leaving the country. 

 

In appearance 3Pl and attached elements were moving like a rope with 32 knots 

along its length which stretched back over 200 metres [length of two rugby fields] 

from Milo at the point to Pte Ure at the rear of 2Sect.  Each soldier carefully 

moved in a slow and deliberate manner that minimised noise and movement, 

pausing often to watch his arc and check on those near him.  Messages were 

passed by hand gestures between the soldier in front to the soldier behind, longer 

conversations were quickly whispered.  If vegetation had to be cleared it was done 

using secateurs [rose pruning shears] to quietly snip at branches.  However it is 

likely that at the speed Milo was tracking movement was probably faster than the 

soldiers were comfortable with.   

 

At around 11.40 AM, 3Pl had moved approximately 500 metres from its overnight 

harbour being at YS360739 close to the northern edge of a large ‘clearing’ of tall 

grass and more sparse trees [the clearing is visible on the map on page 14].  Here 

Milo gave his 4th point of the morning and the tracker team called Sgt Yandall by 

radio.  Sgt Yandall halted the platoon in single file, told Pte Lee to establish 

communications with W3 Coy HQ and then moved forward to link up with and be 

briefed by the tracker team.   

 

It is likely that to establish good communications with W3 Coy HQ Pte Lee 

replaced the 25-set 3-foot flexible patrol aerial with a 10-foot tubular antenna with 
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flexible base, improving reception but relegating the radio to a static role because 

the radio could not be carried with the longer antenna attached. 

 

3Pl HQ.  Sgt Yandall heard from the dog handler that Milo had pointed at 10 

o’clock to the 3Pl axis, an area on the east edge of the ‘clearing’ in thick bamboo 

about 50 metres east of the 3Pl position.  Sgt Yandall decided to alter the way he 

had been operating so he could move quickly to close with the VC party, and he 

chose to divide 3Pl into two elements.  Sgt Yandall directed 1Sect to reconnoitre 

forward to the edge of the clearing looking for a way across while he returned to Pl 

HQ [taking the dog team with him] to hold a ‘brief’ orders group.  After the 

briefing he promptly departed with 3Sect in tow to rejoin 1Sect, and taking with 

him as his radio operator Sig Salt [c/s53A - probably because Pte Lee had already 

established good communications with W3 Coy HQ and could not move quickly – 

Sig Salt was also Sgt Yandall’s regular ‘Pl Sgt’ radio operator].  In the ‘brief’ orders 

group Sgt Yandall directed Pl HQ Rear [Cpl Glendinning and now Pte Lee c/s53], 

the dog team, artillery party and 2Sect to remain in their present location.   

 

FOO(A).  Gnr Brumm recollects that he had been conferring with Sgt Yandall 

about preparing a fire mission in anticipation of a contact and then noticed that 

Sgt Yandall was gone.  He and Gnr Pavlovich remained in the area feeling ‘useless’ 

because he would normally have been with Pl HQ, not realising that Sgt Yandall 

had deliberately chosen to leave the FOO(A) party behind, perhaps to ensure they 

maintained good radio communications to the gunner net.  Gnr Brumm used his 

radio to request a ‘lay-on’ mission33 from 107 Battery [a precaution when 

anticipating a contact], at midday Bn HQ queried W3 Coy HQ about the need for 

the ‘lay on’ mission and W3 Coy HQ advised that ‘the dog had given a ‘couple of 

points’ in the area but nothing has been found’, information that would have been 

provided by Cpl Glendinning via Pte Lee’s radio. 

 

Pl HQ Rear.  From something said during the brief orders group Cpl Glendinning 

Cpl Glendinning understood Sgt Yandall was briefed that Milo 

had indicated VC in two positions across the axis.  He 

believed that Sgt Yandall was doing a sweep to the right to 

check-out the right objective indicated by Milo, and 2Sect 

would check-out the left objective if the right objective was 

vacant.  This statement by Cpl Glendinning to Capt Brown 

after the accident is the first reference that Pl HQ Rear 

thought there were VC in two locations, and this belief was to 

direct the actions of Pl HQ Rear and 2Sect during the next 30 minutes. 
 
[Detail given by Sgt Yandall to the official investigation at this point conflicts with other 

research, the reason for the conflict is examined in more detail later in the research.]   

 

3Pl (-).  On linking again with 1Sect it is probable that Sgt Yandall was advised 

that passage across the clearing was tactically unwise.  Sgt Yandall is then likely 

to have directed 3Sect to lead off in an easterly direction around the edge of the 

clearing toward the objective, a move which stayed close to the track Milo had 

been following, and which may have occurred out-of-sight of Pl HQ Rear and 

before 2Sect had moved forward from the rear of the 3Pl column.   

 

2Sect and Pl HQ Rear.  2Sect moved forward from the rear of the platoon 

formation into a small clearing where they dumped their packs into a pile before 

deploying into an extended line watching an arc to the left of the axis where there 

were large clumps of bamboo.  Pte Ure on the right flank was located close to Pte 

Whatarangi, Pte Chris Kennedy the section machine gunner was in the centre of 

the line with the section lead scout Pte Mike Wihapi, and Pte Vic Hill and Tpr 

Henderson were on the left flank.  Pte Kenyon was behind the gunner in a position 

                                                 
33 Where the guns make ready to fire at the anticipated target and wait for a command to engage. 
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where he could see all 2Sect people deployed both left and right of his position; he 

recollects they were not widely spaced.  Pl HQ Rear was located out of sight 

behind the section line as were the tracker team and artillery party.   

 

2Sect Briefing.  Pte Kenyon recollects the hurried orders group where he thought 

he was briefed that 3Sect would sweep around the clearing from the right, that 

2Sect was to remain as base line in the harbour facing forward, and that 1Sect 

was still in the harbour behind them.  Some of 2Sect thought there was a half 

platoon sweep taking place, Pte Ure and Pte Whatarangi both thinking it was 

circling from the right flank.  Pte Hill recollects thinking ‘that the sweep was going 

around to the right to get in behind the VC and that then [2Sect] would move 

forward’.  Someone told Pte Ure that Milo had indicated VC in three different 

positions across the axis but had no other details.  Tpr Henderson [on the left 

flank] thought the section was in a platoon triangular harbour with 2Sect deployed 

across the base line with both the other sections on the flanks behind them. Pte 

Hill recollects ‘they had made the assumption [the VC] were there, anything that 

moved was fair game’.  He recollects being told that the others ‘had gone around 

the clearing, and if they made contact the enemy could go any way’.  2Sect 

patiently waited about 30 minutes for something to happen.   

 

3Pl (-).  Led by Pte Bob Newson, 3Sect, then Sgt Yandall and 1Sect quietly 

advanced in single file through bamboo clumps and other tall brush for about 30 

metres when the vegetation cleared slightly to reveal the edge of the large 

‘clearing’ to the right, with a dry watercourse on the left edge running in an 

easterly direction through clumps of dense spiky bamboo.  As he advanced Sig 

Salt checked communications and passed progress reports to Pte Lee without 

difficulty.  C/s63A was also receiving clear traffic from c/s53A.  The sweep 

followed the edge of the clearing into the area of the suspected VC location but 

found nothing and Sgt Yandall decided to stop the advance.  He directed 3Sect to 

move into and face forward along the watercourse [looking east] as a baseline in 

the direction of the axis, Cpl Preston choosing to place the 3Sect machine gun 

team in the middle of the watercourse looking along the VC track.  Sgt Yandall 

then placed 1Sect left of axis on the top of the northern watercourse bank and 

looking north, a likely VC approach.  The 1Sect gun [Pte Ian Herd] was located on 

the left flank of 1Sect on the bank above the watercourse and closest to the 

position of 2Sect 50 metres away.  Sgt Yandall located Pl HQ in slightly lower 

ground in the centre of the watercourse behind 3Sect.  There was a delay in the 

position of perhaps 10 minutes, sufficient for some soldiers to eat rations.  During 

this time Sig Salt realised he was having intermittent failure with receiving radio 

traffic from c/s53, Pte Lee reporting that Sig Salt started asking for ‘radio checks’ 

but was unable to hear the replies offered by his callsign, c/s52 [2Pl] and c/s63A.  

During these difficulties Sgt Yandall radioed Pl HQ Rear that they were to move in 

toward the Pl HQ location and when told of the radio difficulties by Sig Salt asked 

c/s53 for an acknowledgement by ‘breaking squelch’34.  Sig Salt reported that he 

had received an acknowledgement in this manner.  Pte Lee acknowledged that he 

had received a ‘garbled’ message ‘that 2Sect were to move forward’ and passed 

this to Cpl Glendinning.  A 2nd message that the war dog team was to accompany 

2Sect was also acknowledged by breaking squelch.  At this point Sig Salt’s radio 

started emitting ‘motor boat’ sounds [sign of a defective battery] and Sig Salt shut 

down and started to dismantle the radio so as to replace the battery with a spare.  

It was now after midday. 

 

3Sect.  Seeing the issues his radio operator was having, Sgt Yandall gave up on 

using the radio and directed 3Sect to return and collect Cpl Glendinning and 2Sect.  

                                                 
34

 The radio carrier wave was often stronger than the actual voice message stream.  Squelch was the 

sound heard when the radio hand switch was released.  ‘Break squelch’ was where one operator would 
ask a question and the other operator would typically press the radio hand switch once for ‘yes’ and 
twice for ‘no’.    
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Cpl Preston assembled some of his section by the 3Sect machine gun for a brief 

orders group.  With him were the machine gunners Ptes Colin Drylie and Tom 

Cooper, scouts Ptes Greg Taukiri and Bob Newson, Section 2ic Lcpl William 

‘Sammy’ Samson and rifleman Pte Ross Dunlea.  After briefing the group but 

telling the gun group to remain in their present location Cpl Preston directed Pte 

Taukiri with Pte Newson, himself and Pte Dunlea to move back along the track the 

platoon had previously followed into the harbour.  

 

2Sect.  In the context of what he was anticipating, Cpl Glendinning had 

understood Sgt Yandall’s radio message to mean that 2Sect were to ‘sweep 

forward’ [move in extended line] toward the ‘left’ VC location.  Cpl Glendinning 

had earlier passed on to 2Sect that he was expecting to advance onto the left VC 

position and when he received the radio message to move, he directed Pte Kenyon 

that 2Sect was to ‘sweep forward in the same formation that they had on the 

ground’.  Pte Kenyon recollects rationalising in the absence of a contact or other 

indicators that the 3Pl sweep from the right must be bogged down in the heavy 

vegetation or lost and assumed they would be stationary, so 2Sect was now 

required to finish the task.  2Sect left their packs behind, a standard procedure 

when expecting a contact.  Tpr Henderson, Ptes Whatarangi, Hill and Ure each 

recollect the transition from a quiet period waiting with the packs to suddenly 

getting an order to move forward in extended line.  All agree that there was no 

reason given for the sudden departure; each said they were not too surprised, 

‘just following orders’.  Tpr Henderson, thinking the remainder of the platoon was 

behind them in a tactical harbour, believed they were advancing to contact.  Pte 

Kennedy the section machine gunner remained in the centre of the section line 

with riflemen to each side.  As normal for a commander Pte Kenyon waited for the 

line to move forward a short distance before starting to follow the section gunner.  

As he began to move Pte Kenyon realised that he was walking on the VC track and 

saw it entered the clearing briefly before disappearing as if into a tunnel into the 

bamboo on the far side.  Thinking furiously of all the things he would need to do 

when the contact was initiated, Pte Kenyon still had the presence of mind to step 

off the track when he realised it might be a VC fire lane or sentry arc.  Earlier 

recollections were that 2Sect had to sometimes crawl on hands and knees to get 

through the bamboo.  Cpl Glendinning, thinking that Sgt Yandall was on the ‘right’ 

objective, moved to the right flank of the sweep into more open ground so that he 

could attract Sgt Yandall’s attention.  Cpl Glendinning took the tracker team 

commander and team radio operator [c/s63A] with him to maintain radio 

communications back to c/s53 [Pte Lee] whom he left static with the FOO(A) party 

so that radio contact could be maintained with W3 Coy HQ. 

 

Pte Lee c/s 53.  Pte Lee from his static position radioed a suggestion to c/s63A 

that given c/s53A’s transmission problems that c/s63A should attempt to link up 

with c/s53A and act as relay.  C/s63A replied that they could neither hear nor see 

c/s53A. 

 

3Pl Dispositions.  The following sketch represents a best attempt to display the 

positions and layout of 3Pl as the accident happened.  The sketch is based on the 

best recollections of those present; it is not to scale and shows approximate 

positions only.
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Approximate Layout of 3Pl at 12.15 PM 8 October 1970 

 

 
 

Summation.  At about 12.15 PM 3Pl and attached elements were deployed as 

follows while manoeuvring to engage 40 VC thought to be in front of them:  

 

 1Sect were stationary on the top of the left bank of the dry water course 

watching toward the northeast.  Pte Herd was part of the 1Sect gun group 

under the control of Lcpl Welsh on the left of the section. 

 

 3Sect gun group were in the dry water course observing southeast, aware 

that their two scouts and Cpl Preston had begun to move away behind 

them and with others waiting to follow still in the vicinity of the machine 

gun position. 

 

 Pl HQ (-) [Sgt Yandall and Sig Salt c/s53A] was in the dry water course to 

the rear of 3Sect.   

 

 2Sect were sweeping in extended line from the northwest toward the 

remainder of 3Pl, expecting to find VC in front of them in the far edge of 

the clearing.  Milo and two dog team members were following behind them. 

 

 Cpl Glendinning with tracker team commander and team signaller [c/s63A] 

were travelling separately to the right rear of the 2Sect sweep hoping to 

link up with Sgt Yandall thought to be stationary to the right of the sweep.   

 

 Cpl Glendinning’s signaller Pte Lee [c/s53] remained with the artillery party 

in the old 2Sect position. 
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Accident between Mates 

 

The accident between mates occurred officially at 12.18 PM in an area heavily 

masked by vegetation and spiky bamboo clumps, approximately 30 metres long 

by 20 metres wide, about a quarter of a rugby field in size.  The weather was fine.  

Although all parts of 3Pl were basically within 40 metres of each other their 

professionalism and skill in jungle movement meant that so far there had been no 

noise or unnecessary movement to alert others to their presence.  However as the 

two elements moved toward each other this changed, with the 2Sect people being 

the more alert since they were expecting to initiate a contact. 

 

2Sect.  After 10-15 minutes when the sweep had advanced no more than 20-30 

metres [on a rugby field about 40 paces or the distance from the try line to the 

‘22’] Pte Kennedy recollects that he and those near him heard muffled talking to 

their front.  Pte Kennedy lay down and looked forward under the vegetation to 

where he caught a fleeting glimpse of what appeared to be boots, in appearance 

like the Australian issue also worn by New Zealand troops.  Expecting to see VC 

where he was looking he was surprised that they might be wearing combat boots.  

He did not associate the boots with 3Pl as he believed [as others did] that the 

remainder of 3Pl were still out to the right of their advance.  Pte Kennedy had no 

time to report his observation as contact was initiated at that point. 

 

Immediate Action - Contact Front.   The 2Sect movement was interrupted by 

firing from the centre of the section line.  Pte Ure recollects a 4-6 second burst of 

fire from the machine gun, Tpr Henderson and Pte Hill both recollect the initiation 

being by a rifle firing two rounds before the machine gun fired.  After this the 

entire section initiated a ‘contact front’ drill, taking cover and firing rapidly within 

their arcs of responsibility.  The initial firing was directed toward the movement of 

the 3Sect patrol starting to depart their gun group location about 20 metres away 

in front of them [on a rugby field the distance from the ‘22’ to the half-way line].  

Given the distance & poor visibility and the expectation of finding VC in this 

location, this sighting represented a close contact with unfriendly forces.  The 

response, ‘contact front’, needed to be immediate and in accordance with hard 

taught drills and 2Sect reacted instinctively and professionally by engaging the 

target and surrounding area with suppressive rifle and machine gun fire while 

moving to cover.  The 2Sect initial fire was accurate and this reaction would have 

saved New Zealand lives had they been engaging the VC – those firing were 

reacting in defence of themselves and their comrades and no valid criticism can be 

made of their split-second decision making.  In effect 2Sect were desperately 

trying to ‘honk first’35.  Pte Kennedy, considered the best machine gunner in 

3Platoon, fired a burst of 150 or 200 rounds into the target area.  Almost 

immediately 2Sect received return fire from the area of the contact.  Pte Lee 

broadcast on the W3 Coy internal radio net the standard call when a contact 

occurred: ‘Contact Wait Out’36.  C/s63A also reported ‘in contact’. 

 

Reaction.  Regardless of where they were located, all 3Pl personnel were using 

their professional skills and instincts to analyse the situation.  Given the volume of 

fire being directed from both elements involved into the ‘contact’ it was likely 

there would have been more casualties but for the quick response of several 

soldiers.  There was an additional piece of luck when the 2Sect machine gun 

jammed. 

                                                 
35 As illustrated in paragraph ‘Jungle Fighting’ at beginning of article. 
36 This radio message required all other stations to cease communicating so that the element in contact 
had unhindered access to request support and report details. 
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3Pl HQ (-).  After replacing the radio battery Sig Salt still had issues with 

receiving radio traffic, in exasperation he hit the side of the radio a blow with the 

blade of a machete and was delighted that after this treatment the radio appeared 

to work properly again.  At that moment by the cruellest of coincidences the 

contact was initiated and small arms fire swept across the position.   

 

3Sect. Cpl Preston was stepping off to follow his lead soldiers when ‘an enormous 

volume’ of fire swept his section from slightly left of his projected route.  3Sect 

took cover and some fired back, others were struck by incoming fire.  Cpl Preston 

thought the volume of fire was not typical of the VC and therefore probably 

friendly so he dropped his M16 rifle on the ground to avoid firing and started 

yelling for the shooting to stop.  Pte Newson heard two rifle shots before a MG 

started firing a long hard burst that sprayed across the area.  He also recognised 

the machine gun sound was from the heavier M60 model carried by 3Pl and 

reacted by dropping to the ground and calling out to Pte Taukiri.  Both soldiers 

together then crawled away from the impact area but hearing Pte Kenyon calling 

out ‘stop your fire, stop your fire’ they also starting yelling out.  Pte Dunlea had 

also dropped to the ground and crawled back to cover behind a small ant hill 

before he then started to return fire, firing off at least one magazine of twenty 

5.56mm M16 rounds.  Cpl Preston recollects that the fire in both directions went 

on for some time; others report it was probably only 6-15 seconds at most.  At no 

time during the short engagement did Cpl Preston or others see any people firing 

at his section.   

 

1Sect.  Lcpl Welsh reacted to the sudden burst of fire by ordering Pte Herd to 

begin engaging the enemy.  He recollects the burst of 2Sect machinegun fire 

cutting down the bamboo above his head.   

 

2Sect.  Pte Ure was easing his way forward with the rest of 2Sect when the 

machine gun to his left started engaging targets to the front.  In his recollection 

no fire order was given, the engagement was a typical ‘contact front’.  Pte Ure 

could not see anything to fire at but fired several rounds into his arc of 

responsibility. Others in 2Sect began to fire, Pte Hill emptying a 20-round 

magazine from his SLR rifle before changing magazines.  Tpr Henderson was 

caught in a small clear space when the firing started and he dashed forward to 

shelter behind a raised mound of dirt at the base of a bamboo clump.  From here 

he started firing into his arc of responsibility.  He was aware that Pte Hill on his 

right and slightly behind him was doing the same.  Neither saw any targets and 

both were firing ‘blind’ [as is typical in close-country encounters].  Pte Kennedy 

recollects return rifle fire striking the ground beside him, at this point his machine 

gun jammed, probably because the ammunition belt had dragged a piece of 

foliage into the feed tray.  This was a fortunate break in the contact noise as Pte 

Kennedy had not yet finished firing a complete belt of ammunition37, and in the lull 

others could now be heard yelling loudly in English.  Pte Ure immediately applied 

his rifle safety catch and began screaming ‘STOP STOP STOP’.  Others heard the 

shouting and some also started shouting.  Pte Whatarangi, having first dashed for 

cover, afterwards could not see a target and by the time he was ready to fire the 

section was being told to stop engaging their arcs.  Tpr Henderson recollects Pte 

Kenyon beginning to yell 2Sect a section fire order38 and someone in the target 

area [some say Cpl Preston] yelling back “is that you Pancho..?” then the firing 

started to diminish.  Pte Kenyon recollects being bewildered; in trying to 

understand what he was hearing in relation to the expectation that the VC were in 

front of his section, he wondered if either one of his section had got too far in 

                                                 
37 Pte Kennedy normally linked two 200-round belts of 7.62mm ammunition together so that his 
suppressive fire could last longer than normal. 
38 A fire order stops indiscriminate firing and gets all weapons firing at one target. 
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front, or that 3Sect had arrived from the flank at the same time that 2Sect found 

the objective. 

 

3Sect.  Three members of 3Sect were hit by the 2Sect fire, Pte Cooper across the 

right side of his head, Lcpl Samson in the right thigh, probably by a smaller M16 

round, and Pte Dunlea by a round which shattered the fibreglass butt of his M79 

grenade launcher and slammed fragments into his right shoulder.  

 

1Sect.  Lcpl Welsh recollects Pte Herd firing the section machine gun, [probably 

toward the left end of 2Sect as Tpr Henderson recollects a burst of rounds 

‘cracking’ through the bamboo above his head], before almost immediately being 

struck three times by machine gun fire.  Two bullets struck Pte Herd’s lower left 

side, one stopping near his spine, and a third struck a 200-round link belt draped 

across his body.  The link belt shattered and an intact 7.62mm cartridge with 

metal link attached was pushed deep into his lower jaw until out of sight just 

below the left ear.  Lcpl Welsh recollects that in all the noise there was no 

distinctive sound of the VC AK47 rifle; he too realised that this was probably a 

‘friendly’ encounter and started calling out. 

 

3Pl HQ (-).  From the direction of the firing, Sgt Yandall also realised the 

engagement was likely to be with his detached section and started yelling out.  Sig 

Salt was able to see the 3Sect wounded near his position and radioed W3 Coy HQ 

that there was ‘possibly one KIA and two WIA’.  This message was relayed by W3 

Coy HQ to Bn HQ and was recorded in the 2RAR war diary at 12.18 PM which 

became the ‘official’ time for later reporting.  C/s63A also reported ‘casualties’ 

taken, standby dustoff’ although where their information came from is not clear. 

 

FOO(A).  Gnr Brumm recollects that once the firing commenced he ordered the 

firing of his pre-prepared artillery fire mission and with Gnr Pavlovich moved 

quickly towards the sound of the contact.  By the time the first ranging shot had 

landed (as planned 1000 metres to the east of the position), he had learnt the 

contact wasn’t with the enemy and cancelled the fire mission.   

 

2Sect.  2Sect had stopped firing and were listening to the frantic calling from 

mates nearby and in front of them.  Some of them reacted in horror that they 

were firing at their mates; they describe their feelings as being shock, nausea, and 

panic.  Others unable to initially understand what had happened went to ground to 

get a grip on the reality of the accident; their reaction was more ‘a need to keep 

doing the job’.  Tpr Henderson recalls that he did not reload his weapon.  Pte Ure 

ran forward through the bamboo into the area 2Sect had been engaging.  So did 

Pte Hill [the section medic].  Pte Kenyon and Pte Whatarangi moved to the 2Sect 

gun and went to ground with Pte Kennedy on the edge of the bamboo while trying 

to figure out what was happening.  They all looked at each other and none of them 

spoke.  Pte Kennedy felt ‘gutted’ and succumbed to tears.  Through the bamboo 

was what Pte Kenyon recollects as a shambles with people running around and 

calling out.  Pte Whatarangi remembers seeing the injured from a distance but 

was uncertain of who was hit. 

 

Dog Team.  A member of the dog team approached Tpr Henderson to ask what 

was happening.  Tpr Henderson replied that it was likely they had engaged one of 

their own sections. 

 

2Sect.  Pte Ure burst through the bamboo clumps into the platoon harbour.  He 

was later to realise that in running through the spiky bamboo he had torn his shirt 

to shreds.  The first person he saw was Pte Herd with Lcpl Welsh nearby, Lcpl 

Welsh had already begun helping Pte Herd and had torn his shirt open.  Pte Ure 

also remembers seeing a short distance away to his right Pte Cooper lying on the 

ground with Pte Drylie behind him.  Pte Ure ran to where Pte Herd was lying on his 
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side with a hole in his back and pushed his sweat rag into the wound.  He was 

joined by Tpr Henderson.  Pte Hill also arrived and started first aid although his 

recollections of doing this are hazy.   

 

3Sect.  Cpl Preston and others in 3Sect were in shock that half the section was 

wounded.  Pte Newson recollects the display of strong leadership by Cpl Preston as 

he gripped his section together, calming them down and directing their actions.  

Cpl Preston first established a perimeter by ordering Pte Newson to ‘get back out 

there and make sure no one comes down that track’ [referring to the VC exit track 

heading south-east from the watercourse] before checking the injuries of first Lcpl 

Samson, then Pte Dunlea, shoving his hand down the front of Pte Dunlea’s shirt to 

see if a bullet had exited his body.  Looking around he saw a large group gathered 

around Pte Cooper.  It was the opinion of this group that Pte Cooper was probably 

dead but Cpl Preston noticed that while he was unconscious he was still moving 

and appeared to be talking; he applied his shell dressing to the wound in his head.  

He remained focussed on his section personnel and has little knowledge of what 

others in 3Pl were doing.  Pte Hill also applied a further three field dressings to Pte 

Cooper’s wound; he demanded field dressings from those standing around him.  

 

 
 

Photograph showing bamboo at approximate 
centre of 2Sect position when accident occurred 

Photograph showing the clearing edge with tall 
grass and individual trees beyond 

These photos by Capt Brown are in both NZ Archives 

 

3Pl HQ.  Sgt Yandall took stock of the situation and being conscious that the VC 

were still a threat directed people to move out and secure a perimeter. He then 

began looking after the wounded, telling Cpl Glendinning to prepare a spot in the 

clearing for a winch extraction, while seeing to it that stretchers were cut from 

nearby brush and other 1st aid administered.  At about 12.25 PM Sgt Yandall 

directed Pte Lee to pass a Dustoff request to W3 Coy HQ, this was then passed to 

Bn HQ at 12.30 PM, and amended at 12.33 PM when W3 Coy HQ was advised that 

there was no KIA, but four WIA, two sitting, two lying.  At 12.36 PM Bn HQ 

advised W3 Coy that ‘dustoff’ was 15-20 minutes away, 2-minutes later a query 

was made concerning the need for a semi-rigid ‘Stokes’ litter39 and seeking further 

information on the wounds [the answer was ‘back wounds’].40   

 

2Sect.  Pte Kenyon was directed into a harbour-type position covering basically 

back the way they originally approached from.  He directed the other 2Sect 

soldiers into some kind of formation and then just sat there letting the detail sink 

in.  It was now obvious to him that 3Pl had been in some kind of ‘cock-up’ and 

there was confusion without a lot of detail being passed around.  Pte Ure started 

                                                 
39

 stretcher with straps and bracing used to immobilise a serious or unconscious casualty before 

winching them head first to a helicopter. 
40

 This information meant the US MEDEVAC helicopter waiting at Nui Dat was required as RAAF 

helicopters did not routinely carry semi-rigid stretchers.  
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wandering around in a form of shock, at some point he recollects a helicopter 

flying over and firing into the area nearby because a hot link landed on his neck 

[probably about 1.20 PM].  His memory, like that of other 2Sect people, is sketchy 

after the accident but he does remember going out and standing watch on the 

perimeter still worried about the likelihood of contact with the VC that always 

seemed to be in front of the dog.  Pte Hill and Tpr Henderson both believed their 

fire could have injured Pte Herd.  Tpr Henderson in a panicky state retraced the 

direct route back to where he had been firing from, including pushing straight 

through any bamboo clumps, and returned convinced that he was responsible for 

Pte Herd being wounded.41 

 

1Sect.  There was confusion in 1Sect over the wounding of Pte Herd who was in 

obvious pain and making considerable noise.  Conscious and worried that he had 

‘lost’ his legs Pte Herd was reassured by someone that ‘his legs were attached to 

his arse just like they were meant to be’ and that he would use them again.  Pte 

Herd then felt a hard pinch to a leg which reassured him.  He recollects that those 

with him worked hard to keep him calm and to prepare him for evacuation. 

 

The Aftermath 

 

US 45th Medevac Coy.  About 12.40 PM HQ 1ATF Air Cell reassigned the Dustoff 

task to the US Army specialist MEDEVAC helicopter [c/s Dustoff 20] waiting on the 

Red Earth LZ at Nui Dat, about 10-minutes flying time from the accident site.  The 

helicopter was airborne within 2-minutes of being tasked. 

 

3Pl HQ.  About 12.45 PM Sgt Yandall had the wounded moved into the clearing.  

About seven soldiers deployed into the clearing with the four wounded soldiers 

while others were positioned around the clearing and watercourse to secure the 

ground approaches. The following were part of the pad party:  Sgt Yandall, Sig 

Salt, Cpl Preston, Pte Taukiri and Pte Newson, others have yet to be identified. 

 

Casualty Evacuation.  There were now two critical issues facing Sgt Yandall: a 

large VC party was still unlocated in his area; and his injured soldiers needed 

urgent medical treatment.  The scattered tall timber [estimated at 65 feet] and 

dense high grass in the clearing meant a suitable landing point for the Dustoff 

helicopter could not be found quickly and when DUSTOFF 20 arrived over the 

position at about 12.55 PM the pilot elected to winch all injured into the helicopter, 

ignoring in the process any likely VC threat.42  DUSTOFF 20 had an escort of two 

Bushranger helicopters and these continuously covered the Dustoff helicopter in 

case the VC attempted to interfere with the extraction.43  The DUSTOFF pilot 

hovered for about 10 minutes while his crew and the 3Pl pad party performed 

three lengthy winch extractions.  An unconscious Tom Cooper and seriously 

wounded Ian Herd were separately extracted with a ‘Stokes’ semi-rigid litter.  

Finally a jungle penetrator44 was placed on the winch and lowered.  Once ‘Sammy’ 

Samson and Ross Dunlea were seated together they were winched aboard the 

helicopter and at 1.09 PM DUSTOFF 20 left on a 20 minute flight to the Australian 

primary treatment hospital, 1st Australian Field Hospital [1AFH] in Vung Tau.   

 

                                                 
41 On his return to New Zealand Peter visited Ian in Christchurch Hospital to personally apologise.  In 
2007 Doc Welsh reassured him that the rounds into 1Sect were actually fired by a machine gun. 
42 DUSTOFF crews often took enormous personal risks to help injured soldiers. 
43

 Called the ‘racetrack’, one helicopter was always flying down toward and covering the DUSTOFF 

helicopter while the other rotated back up to a start point above the LZ.  However their suppressive fire 
was useful only AFTER VC had fired on the MEDEVAC helicopter. 
44

 heavy bulb device with three fold down seats, lowered from a helicopter by winch to extract people 

where a landing is not feasible, such as no available LZ due to trees. 
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Photographs of the evacuation [by Gnr Pavlovich] show the dense vegetation 

beyond the clearing, the scattered trees preventing the helicopter landing, and the 

tall grasses flattened by the helicopter rotor downwash. 

 

  

Cooper being winched into Dustoff 20 Herd being winched in Stokes litter.   

 

3Pl pad party after Herd is lifted. At right is Dunlea [bare back] and Samson [on side] 
Soldier in centre of photo with hands on hips is Sgt Yandall.  Grass flattened by rotor downwash. 

 

 

group [left] loading Dunlea [bare arms] onto jungle penetrator, 
group right preparing Samson.  Soldier right is guiding the 
helicopter. 

Dunlea and Samson on jungle 
penetrator. 

 

Outside Agencies.  At this point it was not known to outside agencies that the 

3Pl ‘contact’ was actually an accident and these agencies remained concerned that 

there was a VC party still in the area of 3Pl capable of inflicting further casualties: 
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At 1.08 PM CO 2RAR and the operations officer spoke to W3 Coy with suggestions 

that the enemy party be followed up.  Maj Torrance warned out 2Pl while waiting 

for more details from Sgt Yandall. 

 

At 1.20 PM the Bushranger armed helicopters offered to stay in the area as direct 

fire support and after radio contact with Sgt Yandall and despite no targets being 

identified, engaged an area on the VC route to the south of the position for 10-

minutes before leaving at 1.36 PM.45  Care was taken to identify and avoid W3 

2Pl’s position 2-kilometres away to the SW. 

 

At 2.12 PM Maj Torrance advised Bn HQ that the ‘contact’ was actually a friendly 

patrol clash and provided further details as passed to him by Sgt Yandall. This 

included detail of the dog pointing, a sweep by half the platoon to the ‘west then 

south’ around a clearing to clear bamboo, a garbled radio message and the 

accident.  Bn HQ queried if a further sweep had been conducted to discover what 

the dog was pointing at, and while it was unlikely, W3 Coy replied in the 

affirmative that the dog had been pointing during the day and each time a sweep 

revealed nothing. 

 

At 2.35 PM CO 2RAR called W3 Coy, and while ‘deeply sorry about the accident’, 

noted that it required a formal investigation and asked if it was convenient to send 

2ic A Coy [Capt Jim Brown RNZIR, formerly W3 Coy 2ic] to 3Pl to investigate and 

view the area.  3Pl advised that it had a pad suitable for a small Sioux helicopter 

which could be secured within 15-minutes.  Throughout the period Bn HQ 

continued to direct other forces to move to and maintain blocking positions.   

 

Movements 10 October 

 

 
 

2Pl W3 Coy.  Around 2 PM Maj Torrance decided to send 2Pl to link with 3Pl.  The 

move was prudent given the continuing worry about VC in the vicinity and the 

requirement from the CO to continue to follow-up the VC party.  Pte Peter Rowsell 

recollects 2Pl being told to abandon their ambush and move quickly to join 3Pl – 

“when we got the word, we packed up in a hurry and ‘Duke’ [Pte Earl Henry] just 

about took us all the way at close to a trot, didn't even slow down to cross a 

swamp which Bob [platoon commander Lt Bob Upton] wasn't too impressed with, 

                                                 
45 Probably dropping the hot link that hit Pte Ure 
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but we got there pretty quickly”.  Pte Rowsell recollects the Australian dog 

handlers sitting at the base of a tree looking very nervous and dejected, not 

knowing what to do [distraught New Zealanders may have unfairly accused their 

dog of causing the accident].  A number of 2Pl people were told to ‘buddy up’ with 

3Pl people and offer support, the remainder formed a perimeter.  Pte Newson 

recollects a feeling of relief when 2Pl arrived; he felt their arrival compensated for 

the poor emotional state of 3Pl at that time.  Pte Rowsell remembers overhearing 

worried discussions about who might have fired the [fatal – his recollection] shots.  

Pte Peter Brown was probably assigned security duties - “A facet of  war out in the 

bush was that you hardly saw anyone much except the person in front and behind 

you and your own platoon only at harbour-up time, and even then you saw mostly 

your own section.  When the company got together out of the bush the social 

situation was still the same.  So it’s not surprising that you wouldn't actually see 

anyone from another platoon even if platoons were temporarily linked up”.   

 

Capt Brown.  It is likely that 2Pl secured the LP for Capt Brown’s arrival - Pte 

Brown remembers linking with 3Pl and recollects Capt Brown (no relative) 

alighting from a helicopter at a LP.  Capt Brown arrived about 4 PM, after speaking 

to personnel and taking some photos of the terrain and vegetation he left about 6 

PM.  The Sioux helicopter that initially delivered Capt Brown removed the back 

packs of the four injured 3Pl personnel.  Cpl Bruce Young [2Pl] remembers Capt 

Brown in a huddle in 3Pl HQ talking with people from 3Pl, Pte Kenyon thinks he 

took Capt Brown out to the mound of fired brass casings and link where the 2Sect 

gunner had fired during the contact.  Capt Brown at some point was convinced by 

Cpl Glendinning to give his shirt to Pte Ure as a replacement; Pte Ure has a 

recollection of Capt Brown removing his rank badges from the shirt before handing 

it over.  Capt Brown moved around the 3Pl people, speaking encouragingly to 

individuals, saying that ‘the bosses were concerned about you and to keep your 

head up’.  A number of 3Sect people wanted to leave the bush that night but Cpl 

Preston calmed them, asking them to ‘stay and do the job’ and by this held the 

section together. 

 

Bn HQ.  At 5.41 PM HQ 1ATF advised 2RAR Bn HQ of the status of the four 

casualties:  one sent directly to Long Binh, head wounds, very seriously wounded 

[Cooper], one evacuated from 1AFH to Long Binh very seriously wounded [Herd], 

remaining two, at 1AFH, minor wounds.  There is no record of this information 

being passed forward to troops in the field although it undoubtedly reached W3 

Coy HQ. 

 

Post Accident 

 

2Pl and 3Pl W3 Coy.  2Pl and 3Pl harboured together for the night a short 

distance from the contact site.  Gnr Brumm recalls that things were very sombre 

and tense.  He recollects that there were five sentry posts deployed that night but 

that two were manned only by individuals – it is likely the individual posts were 

simply soldiers needing space to think, the others were probably manned by 2Pl.  

Some routines were ignored in the harbour, for example Pte Ure slept in a 

hammock, something he would not normally do.  Pte Hill recollects that afterwards 

‘there was very little talking, most guys tried to bury it.  I think we felt a lot of 

guilt but we couldn’t blame each other.  I know we blamed the Aussie dog but 

they stayed well away from us, I don’t think I saw them again’.  That evening 

some people believe the news came through that Tom Cooper had died of his head 

wound [unlikely - see comment later]. 
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Bn HQ and Coy HQ W3 Coy.  During the evening 10 October CO 2RAR and Bn 

HQ decided on the 2RAR programme for the following day.  Over the period 8.30 – 

9.50 PM orders were issued and discussed for W3 Coy to send W3 2Pl north into C 

Coy’s AO to take over the track being followed by C Coy 7Pl.  C Coy complained 

about not being able to finish the 7Pl task but this was ignored and boundaries 

were adjusted to match the new deployments.  There was no reaction at this time 

from W3 Coy. 

 

11 October 

 

Capt Brown.  Capt Brown returned to 3Pl at 8.30 AM to formally start work on 

the official investigation, W3 Coy HQ being advised of this intention at 8.20 AM.  It 

was probably during this visit that some veterans recollect Capt Brown offering the 

opportunity to abandon the mission and be evacuated back to Nui Dat to recover.  

It is not clear if the offer was direct [does anyone want to leave the operation 

etc..?] or rhetorical [I have the option of returning you to Nui Dat…] but the 

veterans who recollect the offer also recollect that none of them now wanted to 

leave.  Pte Hill recollects that he would have liked the opportunity to ‘have a beer 

and talk about it’ but doesn’t remember being offered that option. 

 

Tasking Changed.  At 8.54 AM CO 2RAR requested W3 Coy to clear and secure a 

LZ to allow the CO to visit W3 Coy HQ during the day.  Then at 9.58 AM the 

command net exploded with an urgent call to Maj Torrance to explain what was 

happening with W3 2Pl.  Maj Torrance replied that 2Pl had married up with 3Pl.  

CO responded ‘aren’t you aware that 3Pl was supposed to follow-up with C Coy 

7Pl..?.’  Maj Torrance replied ‘No’.  CO 2RAR retorted that ‘3Pl was supposed to 

follow-up with 7Pl as discussed by Ops Officer last night’.46  There was silence on 

the command net for 25 minutes but at 10.24 AM the war diary notes a 

conversation between the CO and Ops Officer: ‘there is some confusion on the 

task for W3 2Pl to complete.  Maj Torrance’s intentions are to have 2Pl take over 

track followed by 3Pl and do nothing of tracks followed by 7Pl.  In which case 

mousetrap for W3 Coy not required.  I want an element of W3 Coy or C Coy to 

follow-up 7Pl findings ASAP’.  At 10.26 AM a discussion between the Ops Officer 

Maj Roberts, Maj Petersen and Maj Torrance decided that either 7 or 8Pl would 

follow-up the 7Pl track, the mousetrap for W3 Coy was cancelled and that W3 2Pl, 

and 3Pl with their dog element c/s63A, were to move south 500 metres to avoid a 

possible clash. 

 

Comment.  Maj Torrance recollects “We were all hurting very badly 

at this time and I in particular was very angry that I had failed the 

Company and 3Pl in particular in letting operational direction slip out 

of our hands.  I think I would have requested of the CO, Roy 

Taylor and Tan Roberts that they leave us to regroup and quietly set 

about to try and come to terms with our accident.  There was no  

Maj Torrance   animosity or harsh words and they acceded to my request.” 

 

3Pl W3 Coy.  3Pl did some minor local patrolling but most people remained within 

the perimeter and the platoon stayed in the same harbour for a second night.  

Capt Brown left the position by Sioux helicopter at 3.30 PM, possibly with CO 

2RAR.  2Pl patrolled away from 3Pl at some point during the day. 

 

HQ W3 Coy.  At 6.50 PM Maj Torrance discussed with the Ops Officer two points: 

 

                                                 
46

 There appeared to be confusion at Bn HQ over which W3 platoon was tasked which may explain Maj 

Torrance’s denial. 
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1. That the dog team [c/s 63A] had done all they could and could be 

withdrawn 12 October, possibly on the MAINTDEM planned for the 

afternoon 12 October.  This was agreed. 

2. Maj Torrance wanted CO 2RAR views on Capt Bill Blair [2ic W3 Coy] taking 

over W3 Coy HQ while Maj Torrance spent ‘3 to 4 days’ with 3Pl.  This was 

agreed and Capt Blair joined W3 Coy HQ during the afternoon 12 October 

so Maj Torrance and a radio operator could join 3Pl. 

 

12 October and After 

 

Visitors.   

On 12 October W3 Coy including 3Pl received a MAINTDEM and then 3Pl resumed 

patrolling as if nothing had happened; by that night 3Pl were further south in the 

vicinity of YS365720.  A visit by the 1ATF commander to the company was 

anticipated then cancelled.  It is likely the 2RAR battalion 2ic Maj Roy Taylor 

RNZIR visited W3 Coy HQ and remained for the night.   

 

Maj Torrance and a signaller joined 3Pl the morning of 13 October.  Maj Torrance 

recollects “I was with 3Pl for at least two days and recall patrolling with them (but 

well back in the line).  The main aim was to convey to them my appreciation of 

their efforts prior to the accident, to support their leaders, to reassure everyone of 

my faith in their ability to continue to operate effectively, and to discuss the 

accident if they so desired.  I can recall these days quite clearly because they were 

very different from normal routine and it was very wet and uncomfortable - 

particularly at night trying to keep dry, handle radio traffic, and keep as quiet as 

possible.” 

 

Summary of movements 7 – 14 October 1970 

 

 
 

Gone from Hat Dich.  On 14 October W3 Coy was airlifted out of the flat ground 

and started operating in the Nui Toc Tien mountains [area YS3070] immediately 

SW of the W3 Coy HQ location.  3Pl had one further fleeting contact with VC on 19 

October 1970 with no casualties on either side and was withdrawn from operations 

as planned on 31 October 1970 along with the remainder of W3 Coy.  W3 Coy left 

South Vietnam on two flights by RNZAF C-130 Hercules on 10 November 1970, 

arriving in Singapore and rejoining the parent battalion 1RNZIR at Nee Soon 
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Garrison.  Within a short period of time the Company personnel had separated, 

most being repatriated to New Zealand, while others who remained for a further 

six months in 1RNZIR were mainly posted to different companies.  The Company 

did not officially meet again until a reunion in Christchurch on Labour Weekend 

October 1989. 

 

Casualties 

 

Casualty Distribution.  The US Dustoff helicopter initially flew all four casualties 

to ‘Vampire Pad’, the LZ at 1st Australian Field Hospital [1AFH] inside the 1st 

Australian Logistic Support Group [1ALSG] base in Vung Tau.  All the casualties 

were assessed by the 1AFH triage team while still on the helicopter:  

 

Pte Tom Cooper.  Unconscious from a glancing gunshot wound to the right side 

of his head, Tom’s condition was assessed as critical and Tom [on right] with mates 

needing immediate specialist treatment so 

he remained on the helicopter which then 

flew him to the US 24th Evacuation 

Hospital [24 Evac] at Long Binh.47  Tom 

died of his wound sometime on 11 

October 1970 [see comments later]. The 

formal identification of Tom Cooper was 

done by Capt Bill Blair RNZIR who was 

flown to 24 Evac probably during the 

morning of 12 October 1970.  On arrival 

Capt Blair was directed to join a long 

queue of people waiting to identify their 

unit dead but once the US staff realised 

that he was there to identify a deceased Kiwi soldier he received VIP treatment, 

being quickly ushered into a long green tent and shown the body.  [Tom’s cousin 

Sgt Bill Cooper RNZIR, a clerk with NZ Component48 in Nui Dat, also viewed the 

body in Vung Tau before it was repatriated].  Tom’s body was embalmed in Saigon 

on 14 October 1970 under arrangements from the NZ Embassy and returned to 

New Zealand in a hermetically sealed aluminium casket49 by RNZAF C130 Hercules 

which left Vung Tau on 19 October and arrived at RNZAF Base Auckland on 22 

October 1970.  Tom was received by HQ Auckland Army Area before being passed 

into the care of his whanau [extended family] headed by his uncle Rua Cooper 

[the then Speaker for the Maori Queen] who had been responsible for Tom’s 

upbringing from the age of 16-years.  His body lay in state for three days on the 

Te Awamarahi Marae [Tuakau, Port Waikato] before, on the Maori Queen’s orders, 

being buried in the Royal Graveyard [Tainui urupa] on the sacred Taupiri Mountain 

above SHW1 in the Waikato.  Tom’s sister Liz recollects that her brother was 

buried with full military honours including gun carriage and graveside volleys by 

soldiers from Papakura Army Camp.   
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 A 360 bed hospital specialising in neurological injuries. 
48 NZ Component did national administration for all New Zealanders in 1ATF. 
49

 The steel body casket used for the repatriation of Tom Cooper’s body was by some coincidence on a 

trailer on the tarmac at Vung Tau airport on 10 November 1970, several members of W3 Coy waiting 
to fly out of SVN that day sat on it before reading the label and realising what it was. 
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Pte Ian Herd.  Ian was initially admitted to 1AFH with what was described as a 

gunshot wound to the left loin and recollects lying semi-conscious on a trolley in a 

hospital corridor, but after the damage to his back was appreciated he was 

airlifted later that same afternoon to 24 Evac at Long Binh.  Around this time the 

cartridge and clip inside his jaw must have moved as Ian started suffocating but 

was able to attract attention and US Army medical 

staff located and operated to remove the obstruction.  

At some point doctors at 24 Evac also extracted the 

bullet from his left side but left the 3rd bullet in his 

back as it was dangerously close to his spine.  During 

the operation doctors also removed Ian’s left kidney 

and spleen, part of his stomach, bowel and small 

intestine, and repaired his bladder.  Ian remained at 

24 Evac until late in October when he was transferred 

back to 1AFH at Vung Tau.  Here he recollects the  

Neil Ure, Ian Herd Vung Tau September 1970 New Zealand Red Cross nurse Isabel 

Beaumont keeping him company, assisting him with letters and other nursing 

care, especially the 2-hourly routine where he was rolled from his back to his front 

and 2-hours later back again [a routine that continued until arriving back in New 

Zealand].  Ian remained at 1AFH until early November when he travelled as a sole 

litter patient by [probably Australian] C-130 Hercules via Singapore and other 

stops to Sydney.  At Sydney he was transferred to an Air New Zealand civilian 

flight to Auckland and admitted for two weeks to the hospital at Papakura Army 

Camp.  At the beginning of December 1970 Ian was finally transferred to Ward 

13B Christchurch Public Hospital where he remained for about 18 months.  Ian 

recollects the sub-standard conditions in Ward 13B, especially being parked on his 

bed in the hallway for the first 2-3 weeks.  The Red Cross must have been keeping 

an eye on Ian’s progress; the Red Cross archives have a letter saying their 

Christchurch staff visited Ian at the Hospital on 13 December 1970.  Damage to 

Ian’s spine affected his lower limbs and for mobility Ian has since required 

assistance from crutches or the use of a wheel-chair.  Ian worked [in his 

wheelchair] for a welding company and later on a weighbridge in Oamaru until in 

1989, on medical advice to find a warmer climate, moving to Queensland where 

he worked for a number of years as a courier company driver.  Ian married Gail in 

1979 and has two daughters; he also competed successfully in the New Zealand 

paraplegic games in discus and shot-put. The 3rd bullet was left for 4-5 years to 

work its way toward the surface and Christchurch Public Hospital finally performed 

an operation to cut the skin and pull the metal out.  Ian continues to have medical 

operations, so far around 100 additional operations [60-70 as a day patient] have 

been performed, mostly for skin grafts and to track down and remove an elusive 

nerve which continues to cause acute pain.  Ian has two recollections that sum up 

his view on the way veterans were treated post Vietnam:  [1] after 18-months in 

Christchurch Public Hospital Ian was visited officially for the first time by an Army 

officer from Burnham Camp.  The officer explained Ian’s future in the Army in very 

negative terms and invited Ian to sign discharge papers.  Ian accepted the 

officer’s viewpoint and signed but instantly regretted doing so and asked the 

officer to tear the papers up.  The officer refused and left; a week later Ian’s army 

pay ceased.  [2] After the Army contacted RNZAF Base Wigram the RNZAF offered 

Ian free air transport to Oamaru [his home town] whenever Ian’s hospital ward 

sister rang to say he required it.  Ian remembers with pleasure the six or so flights 

he made [probably training flights in the Devon 6-seater light transport] where 

pilots flew him over the Southern Alps and above other attractions before 

delivering him to Oamaru airport. 
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Lcpl ‘Sammy’ Samson.  Struck once in the right thigh from what 

was probably a 5.56mm M16 rifle round, ‘Sammy’ was hospitalised 

for a short period in 1AFH in a satisfactory condition.  He was able 

to rejoin W3 Coy rear details in Nui Dat later in October, is 

standing in the 3Platoon photo taken in Nui Dat on 4 November, 

and returned to 1RNZIR in Singapore with the remainder of 3PL.  

Sammy now lives in Sydney.  ‘Sammy’ Samson Vung Tau September 

1970  

 

Pte Ross Dunlea.  Ross was admitted to 1AFH with a gunshot wound over the 

right scapula [shoulder blade] with a small fragment penetrating the scapula.  He 

recollects that soon after being wounded someone in the Army in a confused state 

rang his mother to advise her that he was the one who had been ‘shot in the 

head’.  Ross required three operations to first excise dead flesh and any fragments 

that were accessible [but 42 small fragments still remain in his shoulder and are 

visible by x-ray] and then twice to close the open wound.  He remained in 1AFH 

until 27 October and remembers being present during Ian Herd’s 2-hourly routine 

of being rotated 180 deg, and the excellent support provided by Isabel Beaumont 

of the NZ Red Cross.  When released Ross returned to Nui Dat and was quartered 

with Cpl Baden Ewart NZ Component before he then completed his tour with V5 

Coy RNZIR.  Ross left the Army in February 1972 and now runs a successful metal 

fabrication company in Kaikoura; although he likes to positively look forward he 

continues to have health problems and suffers from PTSD which went undiagnosed 

for some years.   

 

 
US 24th Evacuation Hospital Long Binh [photo 24 Evac website] 

 

 

Other Versions of the Accident 

 

This part illustrates how the accident has been incorrectly communicated:   

  

Pte Bill Hansen; on TOD in Saigon:  Guy came into a bar in Saigon and told me 

Tom Cooper had been killed in an accident.  I was told lots of Australians and 

Kiwis were working together, Australians had dogs on two big ropes as leads and 

the kiwi group went round behind a hill which cut out all radio transmissions.  The 

Aussie dogs had picked up a scent and the Aussies just fired which is how Tom got 

killed.  Definitely two dogs and a lot of Aussies, I never heard another version of 

the accident until this interview, we just never discussed the issue at all. 
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Cpl Bruce Young; with 2Pl a short distance from the accident:  2Pl heard the 

bursts of fire; I remember we were quietly cheering our mates on while waiting 

nervously in case there were 3Pl casualties.  I was told that half the platoon under 

the Pl Sgt was waiting in a line as fire support covering where the dog had pointed 

across the other side of a large clearing.  The other half platoon was doing a wide 

flanking sweep around the clearing.  The Pl Sgt element observed movement 

across the clearing where the dog had pointed.  They tried to call the other 

element but radio comms had failed.  Movement in the target area was engaged 

because it was thought the other flanking element could not have travelled around 

the clearing and got there so quickly.  I also thought the casualties were caused 

because the sweep was in a line at right angles to the machine gun. 

 

Pte Ian Herd; during different interviews:  Ian Herd has on several occasions, 

including an interview published in the New Zealand Herald prior to Parade 98, 

stated that he was located alongside Tom Cooper in 3Sect when the accident 

happened.  This is most unlikely; the NCOs’ of both 1 and 3 Sections and others 

have placed him in 1Sect and firing the 1Sect machine gun at the start of the 

encounter.  Those who tended Ian afterwards until he was evacuated are also able 

to place him some distance away from the 3Sect machine gun and Tom Cooper.  

After a briefing on the research detail, Ian was happy to acknowledge that he has 

garbled memories of the period and that the details he previously used were 

obviously wrong. 

 

Fragments and Rumours:   

One popular story has it that the contact front was initiated when black legs were 

seen lying behind a bush and what was thought were VC trousers was actually wet 

trousers from wading a stream on the approach to the accident site.  However no 

participant can remember crossing a stream other than earlier that morning when 

first departing the night harbour location, and the contact was initiated by 

movement 20 or so metres away.  Given that it was noon when the accident 

occurred the soldiers’ uniforms may have had a black appearance from being 

saturated with sweat or damp from pushing through the vegetation and this may 

have encouraged the story.   

 

There was a story that the radio used by c/s53A had a faulty crystal.  This was 

unlikely for two reasons:  ANPRC-25 radio sets do not use ‘crystals’ for frequency 

tuning, and the fault was in appearance more likely a faulty or discharged battery.  

It is feasible that other issues were present at the same time; one hypothesis is 

that the frequency dial might have been knocked slightly off-centre when being 

dragged under the heavy undergrowth during the move and the whack with the 

machete blade released it back to the correct position. 

 

After the accident there was comment in official reporting that Sgt Yandall had 

intended to move his part of 3Pl back to 2Sect’s location and that Cpl Glendinning 

had misunderstood this message50.  Other recollections have shown this sequence 

of events to be incorrect.   
 

3Pl Nominal Roll 

 

Strength States.  The first record of actual deployed strength states for each 

element of W3 Coy and attachments is for 12 October [after the accident but 

before Maj Torrance’s party joined 3Pl] when the strengths were Coy HQ 23, 1Pl 

30, 2Pl 25, 3Pl 24.  This strength state was probably taken for rations distribution 

                                                 
50

 See the after-action message at the end of the research for an early attempt to explain the accident. 
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during the MAINTDEM and is unlikely to include the departing tracker dog party.  

Therefore the 3Pl strength the morning of 10 October was probably 26 New 

Zealanders, two Australian artillery and the four strong Australian tracker team. 

 

3Pl Nominal Roll.  The following may have been present on 10 October 1970 but 

numbers seem high as only 24 all ranks were present on 12 October after the 

removal of four wounded and the dog handlers. [names in italics are not 

mentioned in the official investigation or otherwise accounted for, bold are]: 

Pl HQ   1Sect  

Sgt JB Yandall Pl Comd  Cpl WMK Joe Sect Comd 

Cpl PC Glendinning Pl Sgt  Lcpl RA Welsh Sect 2ic 

Sig PA Salt c/s53A  Pte IR Herd gunner 

Pte CR Lee c/s53  Pte OS Mahoney rifleman 

Gnr R Brumm RAA artillery  Pte OG Taylor rifleman 

Gnr A Pavlovich RAA artillery  Pte GE McConkey rifleman 

Lcpl KJ Cleary RAR dog team NCO  Pte TJ Mihinui rifleman 

Pte SC Fletcher RAR c/s63A  Pte MS Robertson rifleman 

Pte RJ Johnson RAR dog handler  Pte ST Rameka rifleman 

Pte JR Hobbin RAR visual tracker  3Sect  

2Sect   Cpl GHA Preston Sect Comd 

Pte WR Kenyon Sect Comd  Lcpl WJ Samson Sect 2ic 

Pte RH Whatarangi rifleman  Pte RP Molloy rifleman 

Pte CHK Kennedy gunner  Pte KG Taukiri scout 

Pte VW Hill rifleman /medic  Pte RMC Newson scout 

Pte N Ure M79  Pte CM Drylie gun No2 

Pte M Wihapi scout  Pte T Cooper gunner 

Pte PR Henderson rifleman  Pte RS Dunlea rifleman 

 

3 Platoon Nui Dat – 4 November 197051 

 

 
back Kenyon Henderson Welsh Illingworth Whatarangi  Ure  Kennedy Reddy 

centre Yandall  Glendinning Samson Lee Newson Preston Hill B.Hansen  Fisher 

front Taukiri  Salt  Joe  Taylor  Robertson  Drylie  Brooker  Hatton 

 

Now Deceased.  These veterans were deceased when research started: 

Capt Jim Brown Sgt Joe Yandall Cpl Peter Glendinning 

Pte Tom Cooper Pte Colin Drylie Pte Owen Mahoney 

Pte Joe Mihinui Pte Ron Johnson RAR Pte Shaun Fletcher RAR 
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 Not all platoon personnel are present; some W3 Coy reinforcements may have joined V5 Coy. 
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Official Investigation 

 

Formal Investigation Ordered.  During the early afternoon of 10 October Maj 

Roy Taylor RNZIR [2ic of 2RAR but acting in his capacity as commanding officer of 

NZ Component] ordered Capt Brown MC RNZIR to formally investigate the 3Pl 

accident.  The terms of reference given Capt Brown required him to report on the 

circumstances of the accident and those wounded, especially whether the accident 

was due to any act of misconduct or neglect on the part of any soldiers involved.  

Capt Brown had until 8 AM 15 October 1970 [only 4-days] to complete the report.  

Capt Brown visited 3Pl in the Hat Dich twice [on 10 and 11 October] and took 

statements in the field from five soldiers; Sgt Yandall, Cpl Glendinning, Pte 

Kenyon, Sig Salt and Pte Lee.  Back in Nui Dat he also took statements from Capt 

Blair RNZIR who formally identified the casualties for the record, and Capt G Hart 

RAAMC, Registrar at 1AFH who reported on the wounds sustained.  In his report 

Capt Brown wrote a summary to the Investigation where he stated that in his 

opinion, the ‘incident’ was caused by two things.  The first was the 

misunderstanding by the static group as to the location of the sweeping group.  

Capt Brown noted that although only very brief orders were issued, Sgt Yandall 

[like all platoon commanders] relied on his normal communication facilities to 

coordinate his platoon’s activities, and the equipment failing at a critical time 

prevented the proper passage of messages and orders.  The second point was that 

since the follow-up had shown strong indications of the possible presence of 

enemy all members of 2Sect were very alert and under strain to the extent that as 

soon as movement was seen the normal instinctive reaction was to shoot.  Capt 

Brown stated that in his opinion the accident was not due to any act of misconduct 

or neglect on the part of any soldiers involved. 

 

The investigation was commented on by CO 2RAR before being signed off by a 

series of more senior commanders and forwarded to New Zealand authorities.  As 

part of this signing off Commander 1ATF officially commented on 3 November 

1970 that ‘the clash resulted from a failure in communications at a time when 

tension was high because of the suspected near presence of the enemy’.  In New 

Zealand Capt Brown’s report disappeared into the Army archives and despite 

attempts to locate it remained unsighted for 37-years, until in 2007 a different 

approach from the researcher enabled NZ Archives to locate it.  It was then 

viewed by the researcher under controlled conditions at Burnham Army Camp.  

 

Availability of Serviceable Radios.  Based on evidence presented by Pte Lee, 

Capt Brown suggested in his report that the matter of testing, maintenance, repair 

and replacement of radio equipment be examined.  Pte Lee had stated that on 

numerous occasions in the past he had had trouble with the 25-set radios which 

were on issue to him.  A number of times he had asked for a replacement radio 

set and received one.  Several times he had asked for a replacement radio set and 

not received one because he believed there were none available in working 

condition.  On one occasion he had received a replacement set but on testing 

found it to be in worse condition than the one he already had.  He recollected that 

prior to leaving for this operation he was told that all of the 25-sets had to be 

handed in as they were overdue for a check-up and he would get replacements.  

Shortly afterwards he was told to pack up the present sets for the field and that 

they would not be checked nor would he get replacement sets.  Pte Salt also 

remembered problems with maintenance, saying that he had had similar trouble 

with 25-sets on numerous occasions in the past and had to have another set sent 

to him with the MAINTDEM.  He recollected though that this was the first occasion 

on which he had had trouble with that particular 25-set.  Poor availability of radio 

sets wasn’t only confined to W3 Coy, V5 Coy RNZIR noted in its operational 
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reporting that toward the end of their TOD they were on average experiencing one 

25-set failure weekly. 

CO 2RAR responded to these comments in 

a cover letter to the investigation report, 

saying that the system of testing, 

maintenance, repair and replacement of 

radio sets has been examined.  He 

acknowledged that the sets in use were old 

and susceptible to malfunctions, especially 

if they were subjected to the handling as 

described by Pte Salt [striking with 

machete].  However he stated for the 

record that it was routine for all of the 

company sets to be tested by the unit 

AN/PRC-25 VHF field radio radio technician at the conclusion of the company 

operation (normally once each month), and those found to be faulty were sent to 

the workshops for repair.  He also stated that application had been made for 2RAR 

to hold additional sets, some of which would have constituted a larger repair pool 

as the present repair pool at the time was shown to be insufficient.  However CO 

2RAR also believed that since the radio in the incident apparently functioned 

correctly up to the time the dog pointed, the system for testing etc of the radios 

did not affect the incident. 
 

The radio sets used by W3 Coy were hand downs from previous deployments and 

had probably reached the end of their useful life.  That they had not been replaced 

was most likely due to W3 Coy itself not being replaced in Vietnam.  Another issue 

noted at the time was the issue of a batch of unreliable 25-set batteries.  While 

the 25-set radio batteries would frequently last for 3-days [the normal period 

between MAINTDEM] late in the W3 Coy tour Maj Torrance recollects that 2RAR 

received a batch of batteries that quickly proved disappointing, many being 

exhausted after short periods of time or not providing correct voltage.  Operators 

reacted by carrying spare batteries which themselves might be faulty. 

 

Sgt Yandall’s Statement and Other Research.  In his statement for the official 

investigation Sgt Yandall made three points that are not supported by other 

research:  

1. That only 4-5 VC were being tracked.  This is likely to be a transcription 

error [for-ty-five] as 3Pl had earlier provided the installation report for the 

VC position at the site of the 8Pl contact, noting how they found 40 

hammock spaces etc.  The reduced figure was also used in at least one 

other interview, in appearance as if it were a generalised opening 

comment. 

 

2. That the 4th point by Milo occurred at about 11 AM.  Given that the 3rd point 

had been at 10.40 AM and the accident happened at 12.18 PM the more 

likely time is estimated at around 11.40 AM. 

 

3. That 3Pl (-) swept through the clearing.  Sgt Yandall stated that he swept 

anti-clockwise [from the right] through or around a ‘small’ clearing then 

swung back and approached 2Sect from the east, stopping 50 metres 

away.  In his statement Sgt Yandall detailed and sketched a sequence of 

events as follows: 

 1Sect sent forward to sweep to right and locate the clearing. 

 2Sect to remain and cover the tracking team 

 Sgt Yandall did reconnaissance, received from 1Sect detail about the 

clearing, and  

 Sgt Yandall told 3Sect to cover 1Sect as they crossed the clearing.  
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However NCOs from both 1 and 3Sect are adamant that they did not enter the 

clearing, moving instead around the clearing from the left [clockwise].  It made 

good tactical sense for Sgt Yandall not to cross the clearing; the clearing was an 

unsound tactical approach whereas the left approach remained in good cover with 

tactical options available should they have been fired on by the VC party.  This is 

not to say that Sgt Yandall didn’t intend to sweep from the right and changed his 

mind when he saw the approach and the researcher accepted that this is the likely 

course adopted.  It might be that Sgt Yandall saw the same ground differently 

from his NCOs’.  Ultimately it is not important what route 3Pl (-) used to reach the 

dry watercourse. 

 

Sgt Yandall also sketched a diagram of where people were located in the area of 

the dry watercourse as the firing started.  However the sketch [which listed 

names] had the two sections basically in a flat formation at right angles to 2Sect 

and with both sections jumbled together, and placed Cpl Preston at the opposite 

end and some distance from Pte Cooper, something Cpl Preston disputes.  Given 

that the sections with Sgt Yandall had been halted for around 10-minutes in an 

area where VC were thought to be present it is most unlikely that the NCOs’ would 

not have adopted a defensive perimeter.  In fact Sgt Yandall stated to Capt Brown 

that at that point in his sweep he halted [his] sweeping group and told them to 

cover all round and go down into a fire position.  Sgt Yandall’s diagram has 

therefore been ignored although the names listed are recorded as being present.  

[a further observation on the diagram is that the layout of the soldiers may have 

been affected by having the sketch reproduced in straight lines on a typewriter]. 

 

Why would there be this difference from what other witnesses recollect..?  The 

most obvious reason is that the investigation recorded Sgt Yandall’s statement 

within 18-hours of the accident when he would have been under intense personal 

and professional stress with his mind on other matters, and he may have had little 

sleep when he drafted the report.  Given the lack of communication within 3Pl 

following the accident it is also feasible that he actually didn’t know what exactly 

had happened and chose to offer his original plan as a substitute.  By providing an 

explanation to Capt Brown he was then able to start to move on and resume his 

role as commander responsible for his remaining soldiers.  That the investigation 

was finished a mere 96-hours after the accident when 3Pl was still in the bush also 

precluded any opportunity for Sgt Yandall to check detail and it is highly likely that 

Sgt Yandall never saw the finished investigation. 

   

Veterans Health 

 

Counselling.  In the period following the accident no attempt was made to 

debrief or counsel the soldiers; but it was not a usual practise in the 1970’s for 

psychological support to be offered.  Section NCOs who briefly spoke to their 

people recollect the typical response as pure stolid kiwi, ‘she’ll be right boss, don’t 

worry..!’  In hindsight the troops were in shock, there was little talking among 

them and they were listless and withdrawn.  Pte Newson recollected that they felt 

disbelief that the accident had happened and avoided talking about it, getting very 

emotional if they tried.  Capt Brown, in a section of the official investigation called 

‘Other Relevant Facts’ wrote ‘Although the investigating officer did not take any 

statements from some of the individuals who were involved with the shooting it is 

felt that no additional evidence would be forthcoming.  In addition, at the time a 

number of members were suffering from a mild form of delayed shock where 

detailed questioning and the taking of statements could have further impaired 

their operational efficiency’.  Amazingly most soldiers did not discuss the accident 

even when socialising together, and some still flatly refuse to discuss the events of 

10 October 1970 at all.  The unasked questions have always been “why did 2Sect 
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fire on us when they knew we were in front of them..?” for 2Sect “why were we 

not told the others were in front of us..?”  These questions, based on this 

research, should now have been answered in full. 

 

Veterans Health.  Many of the veterans, Australian and New Zealand, are 

traumatised by their memories of the accident.  They were experienced and 

hardened soldiers but to their young minds the thought that some of their own 

were injured in an accident weighs heavily even today.  It is the stuff of 

nightmares, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, poor health.  The memories seem 

more acute today than they were years earlier, exposing as myth a theory 

advanced by many that those who stayed in the army after Vietnam were less 

likely to be affected by PTSD than those who left earlier.  Many veterans spoken to 

for this research had remained in uniform after Vietnam and some had risen to 

high ranks in their profession, but almost all suffer some form of delayed mental 

trauma or anguish.  Some veterans were in tears when offering their recollections 

for the research.  Similar problems also appear true for the Australians involved; 

some tracker team members reportedly suffered from depression and alcohol 

related illnesses, and today are still suspicious of the Kiwi’s motives in wanting to 

blame the dog [and by inference the handlers] for the accident. 

 

Citation - Sgt Yandall  

 

Mentioned in Despatches.  Mentioned in Despatches (MID) is a military award 

for gallantry or otherwise commendable service.  Soldiers who are mentioned in 

dispatches are entitled to wear an oak leaf on their campaign medal ribbon.  Four 

W3 personnel including Sgt Yandall were awarded MID after the W3 Coy tour 

finished on 10 November 197052; Sgt Yandall’s citation is relevant to the research 

and is reproduced below: 

 

Citation for Mentioned in Despatches [MID]   

337670 Sergeant Jersey Bassett Yandall, RNZIR 

Nui Dat, South Vietnam 20 November 1970 

Sergeant Jersey Bassett Yandall joined the New Zealand Regular Army on 20th April 

1959, and was posted to the Royal New Zealand Infantry Regiment.  He joined 

Whiskey Company in Malaysia in May 1969, and arrived with the Company in South 

Vietnam in November 1969.  During a year of active service Sergeant Yandall has 

carried out the duties of platoon sergeant in a most commendable manner.  At all 

times he has efficiently controlled the administration of his platoon in an energetic 

yet unobtrusive manner.  When called upon to command the platoon during the 

absence of the platoon commander he has displayed confident and effective 

leadership.  On a number of occasions he has led patrols that have made contact 

with the enemy.  Particularly noteworthy are the four contacts during the period 10 

September 1970 to 20 September 1970 which resulted in eight enemy dead without 

a single casualty being suffered by his patrol.  These and previous successes can be 

attributed to Sergeant Yandall’s bold and aggressive leadership and his skill as an 

infantry leader.  The standard of sergeant Yandall’s leadership and professional 

ability reflect great credit upon himself, his Regiment and the New Zealand Army. 
 

 

  

                                                 
52 Sgt Yandall had previously received a MID during his service with the NZ battalion in Malaya 
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Cooper Headstone Errors 

 

Details on Cooper Headstone Queried.  Research found discrepancies between 

official records and the detail on Tom Cooper’s headstone53 [see photo]; these 

concerned his regimental number, age, and date of death and were further 

investigated:  

Headstone.  Tom’s headstone was found to 

have two factual errors: an incorrect 

regimental number [correct number is 

482859] and incorrect age [Tom was 22 in 

October 1970; his DOB being 17 July 1948].   

 

When did Tom actually die..?  Some 

soldiers believed Tom to have died late in 

the afternoon of 10 October, a date also 

recorded in the 2RAR record book and the 

HQ NZ V Force Operational Summary for 

October 1970.  However other records differ; 

a newspaper report dated 11 October 1970 

original Cooper headstone with errors reports him as wounded and at a US Army 

hospital in Long Binh, a further article dated 13 October reports he died of 

wounds.  The HQ NZ V Force report ‘Personal Data of Deceased’ records the date 

of death as 11 October 1970, as does other paperwork used to repatriate the 

body.  Capt Hart RAAMC stated to the official investigation that Pte Cooper had 

died on 11 October 1970.   

 

Although the death certificate has not been located the researcher accepts that 

Tom Cooper died of wounds sometime on 11 October 1970, at least 12 hours after 

first being wounded.54   

 

Operational Decisions Questioned 

 
Decision Making.  It is common military practise for a commander to ‘plan two 

down but only direct one down’, meaning the requirement for platoon 

deployments should have been considered by CO 2RAR but that their actual 

tasking should have been the responsibility of the two company commanders 

actually working on the ground.  However throughout the period there is evidence 

of CO 2RAR making decisions on the deployment of individual platoons, removing 

the initiative from the company commanders. 

 

What was the Prize..?  What should have been thought more important, the 

destruction of a large but vacated VC installation, or the pursuit in strength of the 

escaping inhabitants..?  In late 1970, given the general scarcity of large targets, 

locating a VC party of 80 – 100 people [a size similar to that of C Coy] should 

have been treated as a big event with a suitable reaction from senior 

commanders.  When it was obvious that the bunker system found 8 October had 

just been vacated it would surely have been more useful to insert W3 Coy to take 

over the destruction of the facility, freeing C Coy already in position to 

                                                 
53

 provided by the Department of Internal Affairs, the government department responsible for the 

provision of services memorials at the time of Pte Cooper’s death 
54

 Postscript: The Cooper family accepted an offer of a replacement headstone which was rededicated 

on 26 January 2008. 
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aggressively follow-up and deal with the fleeing occupants.  The insertion of 3Pl to 

the bunker system on 8 October provided this opportunity.  Instead the bunker 

system became a distraction and the search for the missing inhabitants was 

trivialised by the two C Coy platoons being directed to leave their field packs in 

the C Coy HQ harbour before patrolling in opposite directions each led by a single 

tracker dog.  There seemed to have been an expectation that the VC would simply 

be located again nearby, but this was always unlikely given the experience and 

reputation of D445 VC Bn.  The decisions to patrol as single platoons and to not 

carry back packs meant that following their unfortunate contact with the large VC 

party on the afternoon of 8 October, 8Pl had little choice but to return 1.5 

kilometres to C Coy HQ to reclaim their equipment, effectively allowing the VC 

party an opportunity to escape unhindered.  Having failed to aggressively follow-

up earlier, the next decision by CO 2RAR to insert W3 Coy [minus 3Pl] into block 

positions kilometres to the south was always going to be a futile attempt to cut-

off well trained VC troops operating on ground of their own choosing.   

 

What was the Point..?  Using similar thinking to the previous day CO 2RAR 

again ignored the presence of a large VC party escaping 8Pl by tasking C Coy to 

stay near the vacated bunker complex.  Yet only a formation the size of C Coy 

with both platoons deployed together had the combat power55 to do serious 

damage to the large VC party.  Assigning the whole tracker team to guide C Coy 

would also have allowed a faster track as the dogs could have been alternated for 

rest.  Given that 8Pl had failed to overcome 40 VC a day earlier, CO 2RAR’s 

requirement that 3Pl attempt to locate and attempt the same dangerous 

encounter without further bolstering their combat power seems in appearance 

more like moving counters on a map than professionally working through 

appropriate courses of action.  In a similar vein is his later requirement that a W3 

Coy platoon return to the original bunker system on 11 October to follow-up long-

cold tracks that C Coy had already been tasked to check.   

 

Involvement of the War Dog 

 

Employment of War Dogs.  Australian dog 

handlers like Peter Haran believe the Australian 

war dogs were generally abused by the length 

of service they were required to complete 

before rest.  Australian quarantine laws stopped 

the dogs being repatriated to Australia so ‘it was 

decided to continue to employ each dog and 

allocate them to successive tracking teams 

arriving in South Vietnam until the dogs 

tracking skills became somewhat diminished for 

whatever reason’.56  Milo arrived with 4RAR in 

1968, was transferred to 6RAR in 1969 and then 

passed to 2RAR in May 1970, three tours of 

duty in a climate described as naturally 

unhealthy for dogs but with the added issues of 

injuries sustained in contacts and accidents.  

There are reports on the internet57 of war dogs 

suffering from shellshock, loss of hearing, limb 

Pte Johnson and Milo damage and several internal parasite infections.  It is likely 

that in October 1970 for health reasons neither Marcus nor Milo was properly fit 

                                                 
55 being a mix of weapons, intelligence, communications & personnel capabilities 
56

 Quote from foreword in ‘Trackers’ by Peter Haran, page x  
57 One such site is http://www.anzacday.org.au/history/vietnam/dogs.html  

http://www.anzacday.org.au/history/vietnam/dogs.html
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for duty.  It is also obvious by the lack of backup given the dog handlers that the 

tracker dogs were being employed in a ‘police’ tracking role [i.e. where no one is 

likely to shoot back if you got too close] instead of an active service role [i.e. 

where someone was very willing to shoot back], in the latter the handler needed 

dedicated backup right on his elbow watching the bush for what the handler 

couldn’t see if he was to watch for and interpret changes in the dog body 

language.  In an unrelated email, Australian visual tracker Pte Matusch reported a 

conversation where a handler ‘warned the officer on a patrol that he felt his dog 

was not up to the task and needed rest, and was told he was only a fucking dog 

and that we could all use rest so make the mongrel work’.  The dog and handler 

would have had to overcome this sort of negative response while doing the 

dangerous work of leading others along a live track into an enemy camp or 

ambush, interpreting dog body language to sense the VC and warn others before 

contact was initiated.  It was a big ask with a tired dog.  In this regard the dog 

handler was acting differently to the normal lead scout, he ‘knew’ from the track 

that the VC were close and likely to react against being followed up but could do 

little to alter the speed or direction of the track until contact was imminent.  A key 

player in any patrol was ‘Tail-end Charlie’, the last man in any column and 

responsible for rearward security.  ‘Tail-end Charlie’ often walked backwards alert 

for signs that the enemy were tracking his patrol, and the rear section MG group 

also routinely travelled at the back of the section as additional firepower should a 

‘contact rear’ occur.  When harbouring the 2nd machine gun sited was always 

placed to cover back along the patrol track to replace ‘tail-end Charlie’ as he 

entered the harbour.  Like the ANZAC forces the VC were just as alert to the 

danger posed by being tracked and also watched their track just as carefully for 

signs of pursuit. 

 

The courage of the war dog handlers & visual trackers therefore needs mention, 

because they knowingly walked into dangerous scenarios in violation of the proven 

principles of close-country warfare, and frequently did so without adequate backup 

from escorting troops who were working under conditions they normally did their 

best to avoid.  Conversely, thrusting a tracker dog and handler into a rifle platoon 

was guaranteed to disrupt the smooth operation and well practised drills any rifle 

platoon relied on to survive.  Both organisations were seeking to locate the enemy 

before contact was established but by fundamentally opposing means which 

disrupted the other. 

 

Lt John Alcock [platoon commander 2RAR tracker dog team] offered this 

comment:  "I guess we trained the teams but neglected to train the various 

Command levels we supported on how they were to be employed.  A tracking 

team should not be employed, particularly in a SVN environment, with only one 

dog and without other team members who are trained to cover and support the 

dog and handler.  I really feel for Ron Johnson and John Hobbin and poor old Milo 

who incidentally was a great tracking dog.  Tracking enemy is an extremely 

stressful task and requires a lot of faith in your dog, it helps to know you have 

team members who know their job and are covering your arse.”   

 

Difference between Patrolling and Tracking.  Maj Torrance commented: “I 

was very angry that I had failed the Company and 3Pl in particular in letting 

operational direction slip out of our hands.”  What was the operational direction 

referred to..?  There is a large difference between patrolling and tracking.  W3 Coy 

was very good at patrolling, using combat proven principles such as not walking 

on tracks [to avoid ambushes and mines], moving on compass bearings across 

terrain [to assist accurate location and to approach suspect locations from an 

unexpected direction], and close reconnaissance of likely targets [to prepare the 

best assault plan possible].   
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Tracking violates the character of operational patrolling by failing to observe any 

of the proven principles: 

 The dog [or human tracker] starts from a known point and follows the 

enemy sign along a track made by and known to the enemy.  If the enemy 

decided to loop back and cover his track the follow-up troops were 

vulnerable to sudden ambush, as happened with 8Pl C Coy.   

 Having a dog indicate literally 50 metres from a likely contact that the 

enemy is nearby negates to a large degree the flexibility of close 

reconnaissance done from an angle of the commander’s choice.   

 Moving on tracks that meandered in any direction in close country affected 

the accuracy of map reading and a contact would not be well supported 

initially by artillery and other weapon systems until the contact location had 

been accurately established.  The effect of this meant poor response times 

during the early part of a contact when forces were most vulnerable. 

 

In appearance Sgt Yandall’s decision to alter his deployment can be seen as 

attempting to overcome these three factors, in the process wresting back the 

initiative both from the VC he was pursuing and from the limitations imposed by 

the tracking process: 

 He intended to approach the VC party from an unexpected direction. 

 He established good communications and had an artillery fire plan on 

standby to allow him to rapidly increase his combat power against a force 

expected to be equal to 3Pl in strength. 

 He created a reserve [2Sect] in case he needed to alter his plan, and 

placed them to both secure a firm base, and be available to move forward 

quickly. 

 He wanted to move quickly to prevent the VC party moving away before he 

arrived. 

 

It is obvious that given his preparations Sgt Yandall rightly backed his troop’s 

skills and abilities against those of the VC force.  Later changes to his plan, such 

as the intended approach proving to be tactically unsound, would have normally 

been announced by radio and the plan altered safely.  And had 3Pl actually 

contacted the VC force the loss of his personal radio would have been hugely 

compensated for by the earlier preparations. 

 

Was there VC in front of 3Pl..?  It has to be accepted that a party of VC were 

being tracked by Milo on 10 October 1970.  The initial sign was probably 36-hours 

old when the track started but there were indications that the VC party were 

hampered by wounded and may have been travelling slowly.  Frequent stops [as 

would be required if wounded were being carried by litter] would have caused the 

scent to concentrate and Milo would have reacted to the increased scent by 

indicating as he was trained to do.  The Australian Tracker Platoon people 

interviewed for the research spoke highly of Milo as a competent tracking dog and 

they accept that the track was genuine.  [Lt Alcock: “I have little doubt that each 

time Milo pointed, the enemy was close by, or had rested at that location allowing 

the scent to build."] [Pte Matusch: “great dog, great heart, good tracker”].  Other 

3Pl soldiers also recollect the track as they followed it although at times, where 

the scent may have drifted to one side it is probable that there would be little 

physical indication of the VC party movement. 

 

Was animosity shown the Australian dog after the accident..?  Undoubtedly 

true, an example is Sgt Yandall offering 'to shoot the bloody dog' while waiting 

with Pte Dunlea on the pad prior to the Dustoff.  Even if this sentiment was passed 

to the tracker team as bluster it can be imagined that the team members would 

have felt very defensive and concerned.  BUT today most veterans spoken to are 

in agreement that the dog did not cause the accident, offering instead the 

[generalised] statement that Milo’s constant pointing ‘revved’ up their adrenalin 
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which may have made them over-responsive to other stimuli.  Cpl Preston for 

example recollects being unhappy about the manner in which the dog was used 

but states that the dog was ‘just doing its job’.  These animals and their handlers 

have earned the right to have their service afforded the same courtesy and care of 

memory expected by all other veterans. 

 

Communications 
 

3Pl Internal Communications.  It is obvious from the recollections that verbal 

communication within 3Pl was minimal, but this was not unusual.  3Pl soldiers had 

worked together for many months [about 300 days on patrol in Vietnam and about 

75 days during pre-deployment training in Malaysia] and ‘knew’ what others were 

doing and thinking because of their shared experiences.  A lack of formal orders 

due to urgency did not mean a lack of other communications such as hand signals 

and gestures or whispered messages that were passed from man to man along the 

patrol file; and reacting quickly under urgency [such as a contact front] was drilled 

into soldiers so that their reactions were effective and timely.  However, given the 

familiarity of their shared service it is possible that assumptions were made by 

some people that later impacted on others.  These assumptions might have been 

that individuals knew something when in fact they did not [in effect like Chinese 

whispers], so that later actions were ordered on the basis that everyone knew 

about earlier decisions when they didn’t.  While making such assumptions would 

have been unprofessional they were also a fact of life in a close environment 

where few soldiers saw more than their immediate neighbours during any all-day 

patrol.  An example of this is in the individual bush skills where despite being only 

50 or less metres apart neither element [about 30 people in total] heard the other 

even when one or other element was moving about.  There would also have been 

an expectation that questions would be answered by means of functioning radios, 

so the unfortunate loss of effective communications meant that those making 

decisions were required to remember Sgt Yandall’s intentions as portrayed by him 

at the brief orders groups 30-minutes or so prior. 

 

3Pl Radio Communications.  On 10 October 1970 it is likely that every technical 

and operational difficulty a field radio operator could face on active service was 

being experienced by the two radio operators in 3Pl.   

 

Having two radios in 3Pl should have ensured good 

communications between the two commanders but 

the difficulty of using in close-country a low-powered 

model of radio58 that required line-of-sight to operate 

properly meant that there were many technical 

difficulties to overcome.  From their actions and the 

deployments of their radio sets it is clear that both 

Sgt Yandall and Cpl Glendinning had these issues on 

their minds late morning 10 October 1970.  

Throughout the war diaries over this period there are 

numerous entries concerning poor radio 

communications, such as frequency clashes with 

typical radio operator using 25-set in static mode more powerful US radios some 

distance away, heavy jungle canopy smothering the carrier wave, and physical 

issues with the radio sets and their batteries.  Under operational conditions these 

issues could not be dealt with easily.  Arranging for a frequency change required 

approval and coordination at unit or higher level if all radios were to change their 

frequency at the same time or face being cut-off completely.  Ironically, even 
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 US AN/PRC-25 VHF 
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establishing the cause of a frequency clash required reasonable communications 

which was difficult for operators on the move and in close proximity to the enemy.  

Operators had to maintain ground and communication security while trying to 

influence his position to improve reception.  In an unfolding tactical environment 

the radio operator would be required to conform to the other platoon elements 

that might be quickly moving and would for a time need to cease communicating, 

especially if the operator needed to remove a rigid 11’ aerial he had been using to 

improve reception.  Operational requirements meant that when close to the enemy 

the radio operator was not allowed to talk properly and resorting to the ‘break 

squelch’ method was normal for security.  Other restrictions were commonplace, 

such as not showing lights at night so message writing was difficult, and not 

allowing unnecessary movement around a position to try to improve 

communications where this was considered dangerous [radio operators could 

indicate the position of commanders and were themselves a prime VC target].  

  

Sometimes the issues were at the transmitting end of the ‘message’, at other 

times the receiving station had the issues.  Most radio operators tried ‘tricks of the 

trade’ to off-set operational parameters and achieve workable communications but 

in difficult circumstances both ends of the message needed to be effective if the 

traffic was to be passed at all.  These issues were sometimes overcome by having 

other call signs monitoring for messages and relaying these where able, or by 

changing to another [sometimes unauthorised] frequency.   

 

A Garbled Message.  There were several references in the official investigation to 

messages between c/s53A and c/s53 being garbled, meaning that the message 

was received in a truncated form where only parts of the message were clear.  

Normally an operator would request the transmitting call sign to ‘say again, over’ 

but when elements were in close proximity to VC this procedure was officially 

discouraged or the request simply ignored.  Complicating the issue is the operator 

being required to accurately repeat what was received [in this case ‘to move 

forward’] and the local commander needing to fit this scant information into what 

he believes his next move to be [to advance against the 2nd VC position].  It can 

be accepted that this dilemma contributed to the accident. 

 

Other Operational Decisions 

 

Choice of Private Soldier to Command 2Sect.  Pte Bill [Pancho] Kenyon the 

2Sect 2ic became section commander in Cpl Glendinning’s absence; he was 

considered the best private soldier in the platoon and based on 

his performance as Section 2ic deserved the appointment.  Maj 

Torrance recalls “All reports that I received indicated that 

‘Pancho’ was a very capable Section 2ic … his ‘leadership training’ 

was on the job on active service”.  If Sgt Yandall had chosen, 

another NCO could have been reassigned to command 2Sect in 

place of Pte Kenyon, but it was not unusual to want to keep 

experienced tactical teams together.  Should a Private soldier 

have commanded a rifle section..?  Maj Torrance observed “Our Pte Kenyon 

establishment did not allow us to have all Section 2ic posts filled by NCOs.  My 

manning chart shows that towards the end of our tour, of the nine section 2ic slots 

only four were filled by NCOs.  It is my opinion that Pte Kenyon was probably at 

that stage of our tour one of the most experienced Section 2ics in the Company 

and Sgt Yandall would have been happy with the arrangement.” 

 

Contact Front Immediate Action Drill.  The accident started with 2Sect 

initiating a ‘contact front’ immediate action [IA] drill.  The IA required the soldiers 

to immediately engage the area within their arcs with a heavy volume of rifle and 
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machine-gun fire.  During the IA it was not important for the soldiers to see a 

target before firing at it, rather what was wanted was a huge volume of fire to 

suppress the enemy thereby allowing 3Pl the initiative to more safely move and 

dominate the encounter.  The drill typically required the machine-gunner to fire a 

full belt of 200-rounds into the contact area, with individual riflemen each 

emptying a magazine of 20-rounds.  Once this initial part of the IA was over and 

there was a lull in the firing while soldiers reloaded, the section commander was 

expected to assume control, issue a specific fire order, and start to deploy his 

soldiers to better dominate the VC.  In the circumstances of the accident 2Sect 

had not finished their initial suppressive fire phase before various people started to 

realise what was happening and responded quickly to stop it, something only fully 

professional and very experienced soldiers would have been able to do.  It can be 

accepted that the casualty count was lower because of this factor [and the 

fortunate jamming of the 2Sect machine gun]. 

 

Questions Answered by the Research 

 
An historical researcher is required to gather facts, give each fact a weighting and 

then responsibly assemble the facts in a way that provides interested parties with 

an answer.  In researching the 3Pl accident against the fabric of the Vietnam War 

in general and the New Zealand contribution to 1ATF the researcher sought to 

answer three other distinct questions: 

1. Was a crime committed..? 

2. Is there a secret hidden in the facts..? 

3. Were there special circumstances which needed explanation..? 

 

Was a crime committed..?  The Vietnam War was controversial for many 

reasons, among which are stories of massacres, ‘fragging’ of unpopular 

commanders, and accidental deaths caused by unauthorised discharges of 

weapons.  Was a crime committed on 10 October 1970..?  The answer is NO.  No 

member of 3Pl wished to harm another comrade alongside whom they had toiled 

for 300 odd days of tough bush warfare. 

 

Is there a secret hidden in the facts..?  Is there some detail in the research 

which shows that something was concealed from public view..?  The answer is NO.  

The accident was quickly identified as an accident and reported as such after 90 

minutes.  Full disclosure was made back to Army HQ, the details were released to 

the media, and an official investigation was conducted.  Inconsistencies in the 

record can be explained as typical for the environment and do not constitute a 

cover-up.   

 

Were there special circumstances which need explanation..?  The answer to 

this question is YES.  This accident happened to soldiers living on the edge of 

reality in a tough quest to dominate the jungle.  They had been ordered to 

deliberately go into harms way, and they had willingly submitted to the disciplines 

and restrictions required for this domination to be effective.  AND they had cared 

for each other from before they deployed from Malaysia right through their 

operational tour of duty, and continue to do so today.  Within W3 Coy and 

especially 3Pl each person demonstrated a willing professionalism to shoulder 

responsibility for seeing through a deadly act of war under whatever 

circumstances they encountered.  They had not degraded themselves into sub-

humans uncaring about human life.  They had not attempted to escape the danger 

and toil by giving in to drugs and other crimes.  They were honest toilers and very 

successful professional soldiers.  By a slight edge 3Pl had the highest VC body 

count of all the W3 Coy platoons.  In a sense the accident happened because of 
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their professional standards, YET the death and injury toll was also very small 

because of their personal skills.   

 

What other special circumstance needs explanation..?  The worst 

consequence of this accident has been the way some soldiers [including the dog 

team] have assumed for themselves or had thrust upon them, responsibility for 

the fact that the accident happened at all.  This accident had basically been 

avoided every other day that they had patrolled in Vietnam.  The research shows 

that the accident happened because a number of more minor happenings led to a 

situation where the accident was practically unavoidable.  Things like having no 

experience or training to work with tracker dogs.  Things like expecting to find VC 

in the vicinity and anticipating the encounter over and over as they advanced 

along a known enemy track toward a very competent enemy.  Things like the lack 

of reliable radio communications throughout the preceding days and the loss of 

communications at a crucial moment.  Who can be held responsible for what 

happened..?  CO 2RAR for ordering 3Pl to operate under similar circumstances to 

8Pl..?  Maj Torrance for not requesting Milo be removed..?  Sgt Yandall for 

separating 3Pl into two groups..?  The dog handlers for their interpretation of 

Milo’s body language..? The radio operators for faulty equipment..?  The minimal 

formal communication within 3Pl, especially within 2Sect..?  The failure to promote 

a private soldier before he assumed command of his friends in what is called a 

‘battle-field promotion’..?  Realistically no one action caused the accident, and 

realistically no one person can be called to account for the outcome, even if for 

some reason they wanted to. 

 

The accident that happened to 3Pl W3 Coy on 10 October 1970 is a tragedy which 

lingers to this day, and which affected more that the four injured soldiers.  It 

would be perfect if it had not happened, but considering casually such events like 

the friendly fire from C Coy at the water point on 8 October, it is perhaps even 

more remarkable that an accident like this did not happen more often.  Ultimately 

it was the skill of the 3Pl soldiers that avoided a far worse result; they deserve to 

be commended for their professionalism and thanked for their service. 
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Lt Col Bruce Young RNZIR, Cpl MFC 2Pl W3 Coy October 1970 

bruceyoung@xtra.co.nz 
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Colonel Robert Upton, Colonel of the Regiment RNZIR 
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Glossary of Military Terms  

 

Soldiers have their own vocabulary; this glossary presents a small part of that 

language so that the uninitiated can follow the unfamiliar: 

 

AK47 VC semi or fully automatic assault weapon using 7.62mm short ammo 

ammo ammunition, usually bullets but including grenades and other carried munitions 

ANPRC-25 called '25-set', VHF man portable radio used for most tactical communications 

ANZAC Australia New Zealand Army Corps, a designation from Gallipoli 1915 when both countries 
fought together for the first time, also used to describe a 'common spirit of brotherhood'  

AO area of operations, as in the terrain ground forces patrolled and fought to dominate 

APC armoured personnel carrier, M113 for troops 

arc the area a weapon or soldier was required to cover in an all-round protective posture 

arty artillery of any calibre, tracked or towed - common were 105mm, 155mm, 8" howitzers 

back pack (or field pack) a soldiers load carrying back pack containing field equipment and spare 
stores, which was dumped whenever a contact occurred; typical weight around 65Lb/30Kg.  
See belt order  

belt order a soldiers personal load carrying belt and suspenders containing all his fighting equipment 
not otherwise carried in the individual back pack, which remained on or close to the 
individual at all times.  Typical weight around 40Lb/18Kg.   

bn battalion, four rifle and two other coy with bn HQ, ANZAC bn had an additional rifle coy 

boundary edge of AO [to be close to or to cross a boundary required permission, called a 'mousetrap'] 

burst controlled firing of five or more rounds of automatic fire, more depending on urgency 

bush jungle, area outside the base perimeter where fighting took place 

callsign [c/s] radio talk to identify or summon particular organisations or people for a radio 
conversation 

CASEVAC casualty evacuation, an admin reaction to having injured soldiers [see dustoff and 
MEDEVAC] 

charlie slang for VC [phonetically 'victor charlie'] 

chopper any model of helicopter [but usually US model Iroquois UH-1D troop lift and utility 
helicopter] flown by allied forces Army Aviation or air force units 

Chieu Hoy 'Open Arms', programme that allowed VC to defect, and receive money for surrendered 
weapons 

comms communications, verbal or electronic, as in 'get comms with..[callsign]' 

contact sudden engagement with the enemy, or the cry/radio message used to warn that the 
enemy is engaged, as in 'Contact Front' or 'Contact Fire Mission 2 Mortars' 

coy company, organisation of soldiers for administrative and tactical reasons, such as a rifle coy 

CP command post 

C130 called 'Hercules', 4-engined US model tactical troop and cargo aircraft used extensively by 
Allied air forces 

DF defensive fire, usually refers to arty fire called to land close to the allied perimeter, can be 
fired and recorded in anticipation of a VC attack, a 'silent' DF was not fired but still recorded 
on a register to reduce response time if required 

drill see IA and SOP, as in ‘the drill is to pop smoke when…’ 

dustoff urgent removal of battle casualties from a contact, usually by chopper 

field 

dressing 

large cotton pad with strapping carried by every soldier for emergency first aid to stop 

bleeding. 

firebase  semi-permanent defended location in an AO from which a unit supports ops with arty and 
logistics [see FSPB] 

firetrail land clearing of bush to provide better observation of likely VC movement 
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FOO(A) arty forward observation officer assistant, a NCO or gnr, travelled with 3PL as fire support 

coordinator in place of infantry MFC 

FSPB Fire Support Base followed by 'Name' [often an important woman in someone’s life] - see 
firebase 

GSW gun shot wound, as different from shrapnel injury or traumatic amputation 

guns see arty 

harbour bush location where field troops rest and protect themselves 

HFT heavy fire team, two or more UH-1D helicopter armed with forward firing mini-guns and 
2.75" Zuni rocket pods, plus twin M60 in each door, RAAF callsign 'bushranger'  

HQ headquarters, at any level describes the commanders staff structure 

IA immediate action, the instinctive drill in a given circumstance, e.g. ambush or contact 

jungle 
penetrator 

heavy bulb device with fold away seats, lowered from a helicopter by winch to extract 
people where a landing is not feasible, such as no available LP due to trees 

KIA killed in action during a contact [see WIA] 

LOB Left Out of Battle - personnel routinely rested from ops 

LOCSTAT statement of location of a force or activity, typically a coded grid reference 

LP landing point, single helicopter pad or area in bush capable of allowing one chopper to land 

LZ landing zone, several LP in size and capable of multiple chopper landings and movements 

MAINTDEM routine supply to field troops of essential items like food and water, clothing, batteries [see 
opdem] 

MEDEVAC medical evacuation [nominally a medical emergency rather than a battle injury], see dustoff 

medic medical orderly or trained soldier who would provide medical support and 1st aid when 
required 

MFC infantry mortar fire controller [but once outside mortar range the MFC directed arty fire] 

MG machine gun, any model 

MID mentioned in dispatches [minor recognition of bravery or outstanding duty] 

mini-gun 'Gatling' type machine gun, 6 or more rotating barrels and a very high volume of fire 

M16-A1 US model 5.56mm [.203in] lightweight personal rifle [see SLR] 

M60 US model MG, heavy but reliable 

M79 US model 40mm grenade launcher [called M203 if mounted under rifle barrel] 

NCO Non-Commissioned Officer, section commander and platoon sergeant ranks 

O Gp orders group, a meeting of personnel to be tasked for future ops, can be quick or formal 

OPDEM urgent supply to field troops of war fighting materials [ammo and weapons], usually to 
replenish munitions before continuing the fight [see maintdem] 

op(s) operation, usually followed by a name, also see AO 

pad see LP 

patrol an activity, or a selection of soldiers from three to company size on task in the bush 

pepper-pot advance to contact in an unpredictable manner using small groups who cover each others 
movement with observation and aimed fire, in appearance like shaking out pepper from a 
pot 

pl Platoon, three sections of soldiers with small command element 

pl comd platoon commander, usually an officer of Lieutenant rank but others could be 'acting' for 
the officer if he were absent, e.g. platoon sergeant stepping up as acting pl comd 

pl sgt platoon sergeant, usually rank of sergeant, responsible for pl admin and deputising for pl 
comd 

pop smoke to throw a coloured smoke grenade on command to assist helicopters identify the correct LP 

Pte Private, first grade of trained soldier, below NCO.  Equivalent in other corps: Sig (signaller -
Signals Corps) Tpr (trooper - armoured corps)  

RAAF Royal Australian Air Force 
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rank designation of experience and authority - see NCO, Pte 

RAR Royal Australian Regiment, Australian infantry structure of nine bn, three of which were 
during their tour designated ANZAC and had New Zealand infantry attached 

rats Rations 

recce short for reconnaissance, US abbreviation was 'recon' 

resup resupply, see maintdem 

RNZAF Royal New Zealand Air Force, attached pilots to 9 Sqn RAAF 

rounds usually refers to ammo, as in 'I fired 20 rounds' 

SAS Special Air Service, either Aussie or Kiwi 

scout first and second soldier in a patrol, upon which others relied for their safety and early 
warning of danger 

short period of time left in SVN, as in 'I'm getting short, only 25 days' 

sig small 's' means signaller or radio operator  

SITREP situation report, usually a coded radio message using a standard format 

SLR British model 7.62mm [.308in] semi-automatic self-loading personal rifle [see M16-A1] 

slick slang for an individual troop carrying helicopter 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure, the agreed way for everyone to do certain actions or reports 

sqn squadron, military subunit of company equivalent except in Air Force  

Stokes litter rigid stretcher with straps to immobilise a casualty before winching head first aboard a 
dustoff helicopter 

SVN South Vietnam 

sweep tactical move through an area to check for bodies, wounded, equipment and enemy sign 

Tail-end 
Charlie  

last person in a patrol, responsible for covering the patrols tracks and observing back over 
their route 

TOD tour of duty, period of time for a task or posting. SVN TOD were 1 year [typically 364 and a 
'wakey'] 

triangle easily understood shape of a harbour position, known as 'triangular harbour' but also 
adapted as a drill for ambushes and halts, in SVN suited Claymore deployment and internal 

control 

UH-1D model of American chopper operated in Phuoc Tuy province by 9 Sqn RAAF, called 'Iroquois' 

VC Viet Cong, the guerrilla army of the communist National Liberation Front 

Whisky also Whiskey, W Coy RNZIR, with numeral to designate which W Coy, as in W3 coy for 3rd 
W Coy 

WIA wounded in action and later restored to something like good health [see GSW] 

1ALSG 1st Australian Logistic Support Group, the 1ATF 'logistic tail' based at Vung Tau 

1ATF 1st Australian Task Force, a brigade sized formation based at Nui Dat 

2IC second in command 
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Notification of Accident  
 

Repeat of message first sent 10 October 1970 from HQ NZ V Force Saigon: 

This is an early attempt to explain the accident based on reporting from [probably] 

NZ Component at Nui Dat, but some detail is updated by this research. 
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[NOTES] 

 


